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A B S T R A C T

Intrinsic motivation without the need of defining an external reward has long been
proposed for equipping artificial agents with behaviour previously only seen in
living organisms. One of these techniques is called empowerment, which rewards
the maximisation of information transfer between actions and the resulting sensor
readings of an agent. While there exists intensive research on the possible beha-
viour of empowered agents in toy environments, only few results were obtained
for complex robots and environments with continuous action and sensor spaces.
Evaluating this reward requires firstly, a precise dynamics model of the agent and
the environment, and secondly, computation of the expectation over all possible fu-
ture results of its actions. In this work, an unsupervised algorithm for learning lat-
ent Markovian state space models from non-Markovian raw sensor sequences was
developed for solving the first task. The second task was solved by introducing an
efficient model-based method for computing empowerment. It is based on a lower
bound on mutual information and Monte-Carlo sampling. Experiments on sim-
ulated robots show the expected behaviour presented in previous empowerment
literature comprising biped balancing, flock behaviour of multi-agent systems, pen-
dulum swing-up and grip stability. A final real-world experiment shows, that this
methodology can also handle real-world data and fly a quadrocopter with collision
avoiding behaviour.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Künstliche Agenten durch intrinsiche Motivation und ohne externe Belohnung mit
Verhalten auszustatten welche zuvor nur in lebenden Organismen zu beobachten
war, wurde schon seit langem vorgeschlagen. Eine dieser Techniken nennt sich Em-
powerment, welche die Maximierung des Informationtransfers zwischen Aktionen
und die daraus resultierenden Sensorwerte belohnt. Obwohl es schon viele theor-
etische Ergebnisse über das Verhalten von Empowerment maximierenden Agenten
in simplen Umgebungen gibt, existieren nur wenige für komplexe Roboter und
Umgebungen mit kontinuierlichen Aktions- und Sensorräumen. Um diesen Be-
lohnungswert zu evaluieren benötigt man erstens ein genaues dynamisches Model
des Agenten und seiner Umgebung und zweitens die Berechnung des Erwartung-
swertes aller durch die Aktionen induzierten möglichen zukünftigen Zustände. Als
Lösung für die erste Aufgabe wird in dieser Arbeit ein unüberwachter Algorithmus
vorgestellt, welcher latente Markovsche Zustandsräume aus nicht-Markovschen un-
verarbeiteten Sensorsequenzen lernen kann. Die zweite Aufgabe wurde durch die
Entwicklung einer effizienten Modell-basierten Methode zur Berechnung von Em-
powerment gelöst. Diese basiert auf einer unteren Schranke für Transinformation
kombiniert mit einer Monte-Carlo-Simulation. Experimente mit simulierten Ro-
botern replizieren die in der bestehenden Literatur zu Empowerment vorgestell-
ten Verhaltensmuster und beinhalten das balancieren eines Biped, Flockverhalten
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in Multiagentsystemen, aufschwingen eines Pendels und Griffstabilität. Ein ab-
schließendes Experiment zeigt, dass diese Methodik auch für Daten aus der realen
Welt verwendet werden kann, und sogar einen Quadrocopter kollisionsvermeidend
fliegen kann.
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Part I

M O T I VAT I O N A N D B A C K G R O U N D





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Making robots interact with real world environments in a natural way seems to
be inherently hard when trying to define their movement in a mathematical way.
Living organisms easily learn complicated movements despite their huge variety
of actuator configurations and sensor modalities. There has to be a common way
of assessing the quality of interaction with the environment. Erwin Schrödinger
made first steps in assigning a currency to self organising systems and called it
negentropy, also referred to as free energy. Organisms exchange free energy with
their environment to perform work. Other work linked free energy to informa-
tion theoretic quantities, making it possible to implement and optimise these cost
functions found in nature for artificial information processing systems. One of
these formulations of intrinsic motivation is called empowerment and is defined as
the channel capacity of the environment when sending information with actuators
and receiving it back with the agents sensors. It will enable us to build robots with
complex and arbitrary arrangements of sensors or actuators and control them in a
general and information theoretic optimal way.

However, this method requires an accurate model of the agent and the environ-
ment, which should be trained on data in an unsupervised fashion. These models
should furthermore express the dynamics in a compressed form as some latent
state space form, as the observations might be high dimensional and redundant.
The model can then be reused for exploiting the estimated intrinsic motivation cost
function.

The next two chapters in this part cover prerequisites and background inform-
ation for intrinsic motivation and its connection to entropy from physics and the
inherent problems with modelling complicated distributions.

The three chapters in the second part of the thesis form the main contributions
of this work. They show the evolution of individual methods needed for perform-
ing efficient unsupervised control. The first chapter presents the application of
an unsupervised method for learning latent presentations from raw sensor data.
An evaluation with high dimensional tactile sensor data shows, that the algorithm
is able to compress the data into a compact low-dimensional representation with
disentangled hidden states, linearly relatable to the true physical quantities. A pos-
sible use of such a compressed latent state for preprocessing of high-dimensional
sensors for use in model-free control like reinforcement learning (RL) is shown. In
the second chapter this sensor processing for static input is expanded with tem-
poral information for processing time series data. Similar as in the static case, the
algorithm is able to find a compressed representation for fully explaining the ob-
served data. The algorithm or the resulting latent states can now also be used
for supervised model-based control like optimal control. The final missing part
for efficient unsupervised control is presented in the third chapter. Here a vari-
ational lower bound for mutual information makes the computation of empower-
ment tractable. At the same time the process for using the time series model for
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6 introduction

control is described. Thus both parts make use of the learned system-dynamics.
The chapter finishes with experiments on simulated agents and environments and
a real world quadrocopter. The simulated experiments represent environments in
previous intrinsic motivation literature. The real world experiment involves sev-
eral achievements: (1) a state space model of distance sensors and their relation to
actions is learned from real-world sensor data (2) empowerment steers the quadro-
copter away from walls and controls hovering (3) the policy and the learned state
space model is able to run locally on the quadrocopter with low computing power.



2
I N T R I N S I C M O T I VAT I O N

Intrinsic motivation describes the satisfaction for activities that are done for their
own sake and not as a reaction to some reward from the external world. It is
thought as the source for exploration and curiosity but can also be used to describe
self organisation. The latter appears when the change of the agents knowledge is
excluded. The next chapters will focus on information theoretic definitions of in-
trinsic motivation and the choice will be backed up by connections between physics
and information theory.

2.1 intrinsic motivation in information theory

2.1.1 Interestingness

Intrinsic motivation can also be defined out of an information theoretical stand-
point as a theory of beauty and interestingness. In [80] the reward for a curious
agent is defined as the interestingness of the received sensor data. Interestingness
is defined as the time derivative of beauty, or compressibility, here defined as the
Kolmogorov complexity of the observations. Following this reward an agent would
try to move into states where it continuously is able to improve its internal repres-
entation of the external data. Once the observed data is perfectly compressed the
current state looses its beauty, and the lack of improvement of the compression
makes the state uninteresting.

2.1.2 Empowerment

Another intrinsic motivation formulation, as initially proposed in [79], is empower-
ment. It is defined as the channel capacity between the agents actions and the
resulting state in the future. The channel capacity was initially developed for meas-
uring the maximum amount of information that can be transferred over some trans-
mission channel. Here the environment is defined as the transmission channel,
with the actuators of the agent defined as transmitter and the sensors as receivers.
Formally interactions with the environment are defined through a transition func-
tion p(z′ | u, z) with z, z′ and u as the current state, next state and executed action.
The channel capacity for this transition is defined as

Cu→z′(z) =max
ω

∫
ω(u | z)

∫
p
(
z′ | u, z

)
ln

p(z′ | u, z)∫
ω(u | z)p(z′ | u, z)du

dz′du (2.1)

=max
ω

∫
ω(u | z)

∫
p
(
z′ | u, z

)
ln
p(z′ | u, z)
p(z′ | z)

dz′du. (2.2)

The channel capacity (eq. (2.1)) definition requires a source distribution ω(u | z)
used for sending information into the environment. The fraction in the argu-
ment of the logarithm then compares the result of the transition p(z′ | u, z) with
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8 intrinsic motivation

the marginal transition p(z′ | z). This fraction of probabilities measures the differ-
ence between the change of an action and the combined influence of all actions
from the source distribution. If for example, no action is able to change the next
state, the marginal transition would have the same distribution and the logarithm
of the fraction would be zero. When a different state can be reached for each action
value then the logarithm would be maximal. Any outputs of the transition that
are not influenced by the action will lead to a decrease of empowerment. This can
also be seen as a form of counting all possible future states which was proven for
the discrete state and action space in [78]. When used as a cost function, empower-
ment would grade each state and a controlled agent would then choose its action,
such that the dynamics would lead him into the state with maximal empowerment.
Following this cost function would drive an agent into states which maximise his
amount of possibilities.

The behaviour resulting from optimising this intrinsic motivation definition has
been extensively explored in various toy experiments. One of the most prominent
is the inverted pendulum experiment, where empowerment alone is able to bal-
ance an inverted pendulum [75–77]. Another balancing result can be achieved in
a bicycle environment [76]. When applied to a two dimensional grid world with
obstacles and walls, agents try to avoid them and gather in regions from which
more states are reachable [74, 78, 79]. When movable objects are added to that
environment, empowerment increased in the proximity of those objects. In [73]
and [78] the avoidance of other unpredictable and predator agents got examined,
respectively. In environments with far more than two agents a sort of flocking and
swarm behaviour can be observed [72]. In this case local empowerment compu-
tation and exploitation was able to generate global patterns and clusters. Instead
of optimising actions, empowerment can also be used to change the appearance
of an agent, especially its sensor configuration. In [75] the sensor evolution of
an empowered agent is shown adapting to maximise its information input. This
is possible as the transition distribution in the empowerment formulation heavily
depends on the sensor structure.

Equation (2.2) describes the most used and initial form of empowerment but
several modifications were added over the years. Some of them only need slight
modifications or only add different interpretations for parts used in the equation.
The literature also considers n-step empowerment where the space of actions gets
expanded to sequences of actions and the transition performs n-steps through the
environment. This form is used to measure influence over a larger horizon as
some environments do not show their full non-linear dynamics when transitioning
a single time-step.

2.2 physics of organisation

Apart from the information theoretic approaches for defining the decision process
there were much earlier attempts to define the behaviour of living organisms or
the emergence of self organising structures. The objective in these cases is usually
defined as the entropy or a change in entropy. In one of the earlier publications
about these natural forces [71] explains that life and its actions can be defined
as a local reverse of the second law of thermodynamics, which corresponds to a



2.2 physics of organisation 9

constantly increasing entropy. In the following the irreversibility during physical
processes is explained, also known as the source for increasing entropy, followed by
the various definitions of the processes that makes organisms fight their constant
decay.

2.2.1 Irreversibility

In physics, the second law of thermodynamics states that the entropy of a closed
system always increases. This is also a property of systems that follow classical time
reversible mechanics. Consider a box full of particles, they come in two types and
particles of one of them are clustered in the centre. Now through movement and
collisions the particles mix and with it the types are homogeneously distributed.
A time-reverse state evolution would follow the exact same physical rules but the
particles would seem to magically order themselves into the original clustering.
Such a configuration, ordering all particles into the initial state, has an extremely
low probability to appear randomly. The increase of this disorder or entropy is
defined as the result of irreversible transitions. As soon as a particle collides with its
surrounding it exchanges a small amount of energy. The large number of possible
configurations of the surrounding makes it extremely unlikely to receive the same
amount of energy back, making the transition irreversible. The original definition
of the change of thermodynamic by Clausius states that

SB − SA >
∫B

A
dq/T ,

where the entropy change SB − SA is related to the energy dissipated to the heat-
bath divided by temperature T . The equality holds for reversible processes and the
inequality for those that are irreversible.

Open systems however can retrieve negative entropy into their structure but inev-
itably increase the entropy of the surrounding. In physical systems this information
exchange happens in the form of energy, but a unit conversion into information
theoretic bits or natural unit of informations (nats) is possible. For acting autonom-
ously in these environments, an agent has to estimate and optimize this flow of
information. With the connection to information theory one can now use known
tools like probabilistic modelling for estimating and optimising physical entropy.

The forward process can also be modelled probabilistically with p(z′ | z), describ-
ing the evolution of the state z through time. When a transition exhibits irreversible
changes to the state, then the reverse process p(z | z′) has a low probability when
evaluated on the last state. Figure 2.1b illustrates this process on the collapse of
two states, represented by the two Gaussian distributions in the bottom. The for-
ward process maps both states into a single one which forces the backward process
to model a multi-modal distribution when running backwards. The information
about the previous state is lost and both initial states could have occurred with
equal probability. In the physical world such an irreversible transition would gen-
erate and emit a small amount of energy q, just as depicted in fig. 2.1a.

There exists a conversion factor between these probabilities of the forward and
backward process, the energy dissipation and the entropy production. This creates
a link between physics and information theory. In the following recent formal
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q

z z′

p(z′ | z)

p(z | z′)

(a) Irreversible state transition emits
a quantum of energy into the sur-
rounding. The absorption makes
the information irretrievable and
the transition irreversible.

z

z′

z

forward

backward

(b) Loss of information and irreversibility by collapsing
modes in a probability function. In the final state
distribution there is no information about how to
get back to the distribution with two modes.

Figure 2.1: An irreversible process results in dissipated energy q. The erasure of informa-
tion results in a distribution with higher variance.

definitions and experimental verifications of such connections will be presented
and connected back to intrinsic motivation. Here they will be used to justify the
use of empowerment as the choice for exploiting intrinsic motivation.

2.2.2 Negentropy principle

Schrödinger [70] coined the term negentropy, the negative entropy, and defined it as
the fundamental objective for living organisms. It can be related to most physical
processes and can be compared to free energy, but was named differently to avoid
confusion. Negentropy measures the usable energy of a physical system. Usable
energy can be stored in structure and order which holds true for energy stored
in molecules, atoms mass or in an information system. Schrödinger came to the
conclusion that according to this view of the world, everything in the universe can
be considered living, but with different intensity, defined by the amount of order a
system can achieve.

In a more recent publication [69] a similar idea was presented and called causal
entropic forces, where the gradient of the path entropy of future states defines the
force or action on an agent. This force points away from voids in the volume
of future states and therefore maximises future entropy. It seems counter-intuitive
here to maximise entropy whereas the negentropy principle tries to do the opposite.
It is easy to assume that entropy should simply be reduced but instead an agent
should seek states where negentropy can continuously flow. This will lead to states
that are always on the border between chaos and order. Enough free energy is
needed, in order to make significant changes to future states and future entropy.
This means that causal entropic forces move the state into a region where high
amount of free energy is available. This shows a similarity to empowerment, where
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the number of possible future states is maximised and agents similarly collect and
store potential energy in a number of environments. In [69] the causal entropic
force theory is applied to a range of environments including a pendulum, a particle
in confined space but also collaboration and tool use experiments.

2.2.3 Free energy principle

In [67, 68] a joint optimisation of generative model and action generators are dis-
cussed. The cost function is defined as a variational free energy and can be related
to model evidence as well as to information gain. This is another example of the
connection between learning a model of the environment and the connections to ex-
ploration or curiosity. Exploration is handled well by this cost by preferring states
which reduce uncertainty of the observation model instead of only seeking unseen
states.

2.2.4 Crooks fluctuation theorem

Most thermodynamic and entropic relations are applicable to systems in a so-called
near equilibrium state, where the effects are linear. The expressions related to en-
tropy production however can cover also systems far away from equilibrium. In
[66] the following equality was derived, linking the forward and backward probab-
ility of a process to its entropy production:

ln
p(A→ B)

p(B→ A)
= ω =

1

kBT
(WA→B −∆F).

The right hand part comes from the first law of thermodynamics where the total
entropy production ω depends on the work done on the system WA→B and the
difference in free energy ∆F. The unit of this entropy change is measured in nats.
T is defined as the temperature in Kelvin and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Re-
quirements for the systems are that they shall be stochastic but microscopically
reversible. The term free energy is used for describing the amount of energy that
can be used for performing work. Energy alone can not be used to quantify how
much work is possible to be done. As already mentioned, Schroedinger explicitly
stated in [70] that he renamed free energy to negentropy to avoid confusion. The
relation between free energy and irreversibility described by the ratio between the
probability distribution of the forward and the backward process forms a mathem-
atical definition of Schrödingers negentropy.

2.3 information theory and physics

In the following chapter different theories about the connections between physical
processes and information theory will be explored. One observation will be, that
certain quantities like free energy or change in entropy can seamlessly be trans-
ferred from physics to an information theoretic change in information content with
simple unit conversions. With this background empowerment can be connected
to physical interactions and energy exchange. It also shows us the fundamental
limitations of information processing through the Landauer principle.
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First, the origin of physical entropy is introduced followed by experiments on
physical processes which change their information content. Second, more gen-
eral relations between energy, entropy and information are shown together with a
mathematical link to Schrödingers negentropy from section 2.2.2. This then leads to
the integration of transfer entropy, which can be considered as the internal meas-
urement of the empowerment formulation, which will later be used as the cost
function for controlling an agent.

2.3.1 Szilard engine

Other experiments tried to explain entropy production and later got supported
by their connection to information theory. The Maxwell daemon is a hypothetical
system which is able to circumvent the second law of thermodynamics. It has an
overview about all particles confined in a box and controls a wall separating the
box in two halves. As soon as a single particle is about to traverse the two halves
in a certain direction the daemon opens the wall, whereas in the case of a particle
travelling in the other direction, the wall will be closed. This procedure collects all
the particles in one half, effectively reducing the entropy of the overall system and
breaking the second law.

Szilard used a simplified system [65] with a single particle where the daemon
is able to retrieve energy from the procedure, also called the Szilard engine. This
time a piston takes the role of the wall and gets moved depending on the particle
location such that it can move the piston for producing work. Szilard noticed that
for moving the piston the daemon needs to store information about the position
of the particle in its memory for selecting the right action, resetting the piston or
not. This is a binary information since the particle can be either left or right of the
final piston position. In the next round this bit of information needs to be erased,
for making space for the current state of the particle, otherwise the whole past
sequence of states has to be stored to conserve the second law. The second law
of thermodynamics will only hold if this bit erasure cancels out with the energy
gained by the piston. This theoretical experiment showed a first linkage between
information processes and physics.

2.3.2 Landauer’s principle

Landauer [64] argued that any computation and in particular any logical operator
that is not reversible leads to a dissipation of a small amount of energy. Without
this energy emission, the whole history of computation would need to be stored,
otherwise the system would not be reversible at the lowest level. He also predicted
that this amount of energy must be in the order of kBT , with kB the Boltzmann
constant and T temperature.

The simplest operation for an irreversible process would be a function which
forces a system with two possible states 0 and 1 into the same state 0. This process
would be called bit erasure. In [64] a particle trapped in one of two wells is presen-
ted, defining the binary state of the system. One can now apply forces to push the
particle in either direction and change the state of the system. If now a force is
exerted in a certain direction then the system will always end up in the same final
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binary state. This happens independently from the initial state and is effectively
deleting one bit of information. Classical mechanics stops us from doing this irre-
versible transition and dictates that a specific amount of energy of kBT ln 2 has to
be dissipated. The amount of energy is a result of the thermodynamic definition of
entropy S = kB lnW from Boltzmann. Since the number of states W was reduced
from 2 to 1, the entropy was reduced by −kB ln 12 . This entropy decrease leads to
the dissipation of energy with the amount of kBT ln 12 . In actual computers, this
amount of energy is so tiny that it is negligible in comparison to the regular heat
generation. But it paved the way for the connection between entropy in information
theory and the entropy production in physical systems.

These theoretical results were later experimentally verified [63] by trapping a
silica bead by an optical tweezer. The two wells were created by switching the
tweezer and the bit erasure triggered by biasing the potentials, such that the particle
always falls into one of the two states. They have shown that the average dissipated
heat saturates at the Landauer limit.

This insight can be connected to the more general Crooks fluctuation theorem
from section 2.2.4, where a bit erasure would affect the ratio of forward and back-
ward probability. Similar as in fig. 2.1b a deletion of information has to result in a
different reverse probability.

2.3.3 Transfer entropy

In a previous section it was shown that the Crooks fluctuation theorem can com-
pute entropy production from the system transition probability distributions. The
ratio of forward and backward transition probability describes the total entropy
production as a combination of difference in free energy and work done on the sys-
tem. The equations do not explain how to compute the individual parts of the total
entropy production. For distinguishing between the internal entropy production
and the external heat dissipation more information about the transition process is
needed. Transfer entropy might be a way to describe and split both terms by using
system transitions with additional conditions.

Schreiber [62] introduced transfer entropy as a replacement to the usual mutual
information used for measuring. One problem of mutual information is that it does
not measure directional or dynamical information. Transfer entropy is a difference
between two entropies hX and hX,Y defined as follows:

hX = −
∑

xn+1,x(k)n

p
(

xn+1, x(k)n
)

log2 p
(

xn+1 | x(k)n
)

hX,Y = −
∑

xn+1,x(k)n ,y(l)
n

p
(

xn+1, x(k)n , y(l)
n

)
log2 p

(
xn+1 | x(k)n , y(l)

n

)
.
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Which results in the following formulation for transfer entropy:

TY→X = hX − hX,Y

=
∑

xn+1,x(k)n ,y(l)
n

p
(

xn+1, x(k)n , y(l)
n

)
log2

p
(

xn+1 | x(k)n , y(l)
n

)
p
(

xn+1 | x(k)n
)

= Ep(xn+1,xn,yn)

[
log2

p(xn+1 | xn,yn)
p(xn+1 | xn)

]
= Ep(xn+1,xn,yn)[tY→X] (2.3)

It measures the amount of information gained by including the information
source Y, since it is the difference between the amount of information in X and
the amount of information of the joint of X and Y. The regular transfer entropy is
a weighted average (eq. (2.3)) of a local transfer entropy tY→X, defined in [61]:

tY→X = log2
p(xn+1 | xn,yn)
p(xn+1 | xn)

(2.4)

In contrast to transfer entropy this local measure can also become negative in
cases, when the additional information y misinforms about the resulting state.

In [59, 60] it is shown that there is a connection to thermodynamics by setting
local transfer entropy equal to the energy dissipated by an irreversible process. The
reasoning towards this equality also hints towards several interpretations on indi-
vidual parts of transfer entropy. The uncertainty in p(xn+1 | xn,yn) describes just
the entropy production of the unobserved variables since it is conditioned on the
context. This internal entropy increase can come from friction where the exact in-
teraction between particles is not known and the process can thus be modelled only
in a stochastic way. The other distribution p(xn+1 | xn) describes all the sources
of entropy from above plus the entropy change through yn. In this case, yn got
marginalised out, so that this distribution models the effect of all possible contexts
on the system transition. Therefore the difference between the two entropies de-
scribes the external entropy production while the internal entropy production gets
cancelled out:

tY→X =
∆Sext

kB log 2

Compared to the Crooks theorem, where the sum of both external and internal
entropy production is computed, here these two terms can be split as long as the
actual interaction with the heat-bath is known, modelled by p(xn+1 | xn,yn). The
external entropy measured by the transfer entropy can not be set equal to the
one appearing in the Crooks fluctuation theory equation because in the former
case only the interactions with the y system are considered for computing the
external entropy change. The additional information y takes the part of the actual
interaction with the environment. It would be impossible to compute the actual
difference between internal and external entropy production without this model of
the interaction.
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2.3.4 Empowerment and transfer entropy

This leaves us with a connection between empowerment and external entropy pro-
duction. When the state xn is used as the sensor reading and yn is seen as an
action sending information into the environment, then empowerment is the ex-
pected local transfer entropy (eq. (2.4)) under the source distribution and a single
transition step. Empowerment therefore measures the maximum possible expected
change in negentropy or free energy. A policy exploiting this reward will accumu-
late free energy, which allows the agent to release it later in the form of work on
the system.

The introduction of transfer entropy and its relation to negentropy also opens
up new possibilities for interpreting especially the one-shot transfer entropy as the
reward. A similar reward is used in [58]. In contrast to empowerment, the men-
tioned publication has no split between policy and source distribution, meaning
it uses the one-shot transfer entropy directly as the reward in a Bellman recursion
for directed information. Additionally, they show a method for mixing regular
extrinsic value with the information reward.

2.3.5 Theories about connections to Life

Independent to the published connections between empowerment and living or-
ganisms [74], there are several other attempts linking Crooks fluctuation theorem
and entropy production to reproduction, metabolism and social behaviour [57, 69,
70]. In [57] the Crooks fluctuation theorem is used for explaining the reproduc-
tion of bacteria by assigning a higher probability to reproduction than for random
desintegration. During their derivation another version of the Crooks fluctuation
theorem appeared, which describes the inequality between entropy and reverse
transition

β〈∆Q〉+ lnp(→ I | II) +∆Sint > 0.

In this setting the entropies ∆Stot and ∆Sint are defined as Shannon entropy
and have the unit nat. β is defined as the inverse temperature 1

kBT
. Together with

the average entropy production

〈∆Stot〉 = ∆Sint +β〈∆Q〉,

imposes some interesting results: By the fact that p(→ I | II) 6 1, it holds that
〈∆Stot〉 > 0. Also ties to the previous relationship of transfer entropy and internal
entropy production can be seen in these formulations. The term ∆Sint does not
need to be averaged over multiple transitions compared to the other term 〈∆Q〉.





3
P R O B A B I L I S T I C M O D E L L I N G

Even though the presented intrinsic motivation definitions seem simple, all of them
require the evaluation of a probabilistic transition model which represents not only
the agents dynamics but also those of the environment. This hindered the previ-
ously missing experimental verification of above theories on real robotic systems.
While modelling the dynamics of stiff robot arms is well solved, modelling soft ro-
bots or the environment usually represents a big challenge. Especially predicting
the results of interactions with a dynamic environment is hard. The limited adapt-
iveness and learning for control limits us to use robots where sensors are calibrated
and sensor quality is preferred over quantity. With learning and the autonomous
behaviour of intrinsic motivation one can open a wider range of new robots for
future applications.

The focus of this thesis lies therefore in learning accurate dynamical models from
raw sensor data. Recent advances in approximate inference are not only helpful
for learning generative models but also for estimating the expected value of inform-
ation theoretic quantities as they appear in the intrinsic motivation formulations.
The intractabilities found for computing intrinsic motivation are also related to
the same intractabilities of learning generative models. Even optimising control
policies can be cast into the framework of probabilistic inference as argued in [56].
In [55] the authors go even further and formulates several intrinsically motivated
theories together with control into one inference framework.

The following section aims to give an overview over current unsupervised prob-
abilistic modelling techniques and their limitations. The focus will be on learning
generative models that are able to efficiently sample from p(x), a distribution rep-
resenting the underlying true data distribution. Another desired feature is the
inclusion of action sequences and their influence on the predicted sensor values.
In the following several methods for learning these probabilistic models will be
presented.

3.1 continuous latent variable models

In the following it is assumed that the data points x of the desired model p(x) have
corresponding hidden representations with a probabilistic mapping p(x | z). The
process of sampling then involves taking a sample from a prior distribution p(z)
and using this latent state as a condition for sampling from the generative model
p(x | z). This process then creates samples from the data distribution p(x). The
distribution of the data points can therefore be expressed by taking the generative
model and marginalising out the latent states:

p(x) =
∫
p(x | z)p(z)dz. (3.1)

Several things of this distinction between observed and hidden variables are of
interest. First the hidden state itself can be used as some feature representation
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for preprocessing. But also the generative mapping can be used as a simulator
for generating unseen data points with the same distribution as the recorded data.
When the dataset is consisting of time series data and the generative process is
conditioned on the action sequence, then whole trajectories can be generated. The
observed influence of the actions on the trajectory can then be used to make de-
cisions for optimising the outcome according to some control cost.

However, the problem is the intractability of inferring the hidden representation
or especially finding the posterior distribution p(z | x). Most of the time, the gen-
erative model is even unknown and has to be learned as well. Having the inferred
latent representation for each data-point eases the generative model learning part
as it transforms the fitting of p(x | z) into a supervised learning task. Assumptions
on the generative model can make the learning process tractable. The simplest is a
linear assumption, referred to as probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA)
[54]:

p(x | z) = N(x | Wz + µ,σ2I).

The latent state z is mapped to data points x by the linear transformation Wz +

µ+ ε with additive noise ε ∼ N(ε | 0,σ2I). With a prior defined as p(z) = N(z | 0, 1)
the marginal distribution is Gaussian as well:

p(x) =
∫
p(x | z)p(z)dz = N(x | µ, WWT + σ2I).

This marginal is now easy enough to be solved either analytically or by iterative
methods such as the EM-algorithm. PPCA can be seen as a probabilistic version of
principal component analysis (PCA) when the observation noise standard deviation
σ goes towards zero.

Another model with linear transformation but a non-Gaussian prior is independent
component analysis (ICA) [54]. The prior is meant to factorise into independent
components with usually heavy-tailed distributions such as:

p(zi) =
1

π cosh(zj)
,

p(z) =
N∏
i

p(zi).

The transformations to data points x is again done via a linear transformation
x = Wz, this time with no additive noise or bias. With the help of the change of
variable theorem the marginal density can be defined as:

p(x) =
1

| det W |
p
(
W−1z

)
.

Most of the systems that are dealt with in the following chapters will show highly
non-linear dynamics, making models with linear transformations like PCA or ICA

unsuitable. This thesis will be focused on models that can be applied to arbitrarily
complex data distributions while still being efficient.
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3.2 intractability of sampling

While it is possible to evaluate the marginal likelihood analytically for simple lin-
ear models, computing the integral for non-linear models with high dimensional
spaces is intractable. One attempt would be to solve the integral over all latent
values by Monte-Carlo sampling:

p(x) =
∫

z
p(x | z)p(z)dz = Ep(z)[p(x | z)] ≈

∑
z∼p(z)

p(x | z).

Here latent states from the prior p(z) are sampled and then used to evaluate
the generative distribution p(x | z). The density will show low probabilities for all
pairs of x and z that do not fit together. The majority of the marginal likelihood
will be made of high probabilities from data points with their corresponding latent
state. This increases the amount of samples needed to properly evaluate the mar-
ginal likelihood. It would be much more efficient to use a proposal distribution
for reducing the search space together with procedures for keeping the likelihood
evaluation correct. This proposal method can then even be conditioned on the
data-point x.

A method for estimating expectations in such a way is importance sampling. The
procedure starts by sampling from the proposal q, then weights wi = p(xi)

q(xi)
for

the samples are computed followed by normalizing the weights. The function over
which the expectation is being computed can then be evaluated at the sampled
points xi and weighted with the normalised ratios between target and proposal
probability. This weighting can be derived by introducing the proposal q as a mul-
tiplication with 1 to the expectation. Especially for the case of marginal likelihoods
the following equations hold:

p(x) =
∫

z
p(x | z)p(z)dz = Ep(z)[p(x | z)]

=

∫
z

p(x | z)p(z)
q(z | x)

q(z | x)dz = Eq(z|x)

[
p(x | z)p(z)
q(z | x)

]
.

This importance sampling based estimation of the marginal likelihood is suited
for evaluating the current likelihood of a model, but it is not suited for training
model parameters. The distribution inside the expectation is defined over the
whole dataset, which makes is impossible to handle the dataset in mini-batches.
The usual factorisation of the distribution p(x | z) into mini-batches is not help-
ful, because a logarithm can not be applied for splitting these factors into additive
parts.

Other methods for sampling from the posterior distribution include Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, such as Metropolis Hastings (MH) [53] or
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [51, 52]. The benefit of these methods is, that they
are unbiased given that they are run for a high number of iterations.

The MH algorithm [53] uses a Markov chain with a transition operator q(zt | zt−1).
After each of these steps an acceptance probability A is computed as:

A = min
[
p(x, zt)q(zt−1 | zt)
p(x, zt−1)q(zt | zt−1)

, 1
]

.
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The next state in the chain is then kept with the probability A, otherwise the
old state is used for the next sampling step. This acceptance step guides the ran-
dom walk of the Markov chain, such that p(x, zt) is maximised, which represents
the joint distribution p(zt)p(x | zt) of the graphical model. The chain will then
converge to the true posterior distribution p(z | x).

HMC [51, 52] is another method that can be used for sampling from a complex
distribution such as the posterior for a generative graphical model. It uses a sim-
ulation of particles with movements defined by a potential and a kinetic energy
function. The state of these particles is composed of a momentum p and a position
q and are associated to their respective kinetic energy K(p) and potential energy
U(q). No friction is acting on the particles and the total energy, also called Hamilto-
nian H(p,p) = U(q) + K(p), always stays the same while movement is generated
by shifting energy between kinetic and potential energy. The following equations
describe the evolution of position and momentum over time:

dqi
dt

=
δH(q,p)
δpi

=
δK(p)

δpi
dpi
dt

= −
δH(q,p)
δqi

= −
δU(q)

δqi

For solving this differential equation numerically usually the leapfrog method is
used. Compared to the Euler method, the leapfrog method preserves the volume
exactly. The leapfrog steps are defined as follows:

p
(t+ε/2)
i = p

(t)
i −

ε

2

δU(q)

δqi
(q(t))

q
(t+ε)
i = q

(t)
i − ε

δK(p)

δpi
(p(t+ε/2))

p
(t+ε)
i = p

(t+ε/2)
i −

ε

2

δU(q)

δqi
(q(t+ε)).

Hamiltonian dynamics does not only have a physical interpretation, but can also
be used for sampling from a probability distribution [52]. For this purpose the
potential energy is defined as the logarithm of the probability density:

U(z) = − logp(x, z).

The kinetic energy is usually set as

K(p) =
pTM−1p

2
.

M is called the mass matrix. Hamiltonian Dynamics is then a substitute for the
proposal distribution in the regular MH algorithm. The acceptance step is still being
used but only corrects for numerical error of the leapfrog integration. With almost
all transitions accepted, HMC is much more efficient than MH.

3.3 stochastic gradient variational bayes

Instead of inferring the hidden variable through the mentioned sampling proced-
ures, an approximate posterior can be used. This posterior can be used to sample
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from the latent space directly. This is possible since the usual complexity of the
inference problem was shifted from the sampling domain to the approximate pos-
terior domain.

One method for finding these approximate posteriors is stochastic gradient vari-
ational Bayes (SGVB) which has been proposed in [49, 50]. It is applicable to latent
variable models by defining a variational lower bound on the log-likelihood p(x),
also called the evidence lower bound (ELBO). Starting out by defining p(x) as the
marginal likelihood by integrating out the latent states and introduce the approx-
imate posterior as a fraction:

− logpθ(x) = − log
∫

z
pθ(x | z)pθ(z)dz = − log

∫
z

qφ(z | x)
qφ(z | x)

pθ(x | z)pθ(z)dz.

By using the Jensen inequality the denominator can be moved from the fraction
into the logarithm leading to an expectation:

− logpθ(x) 6 −

∫
z
qφ(z | x) log

pθ(x | z)p(z)
qφ(z | x)

dz

= −Eqφ(z|x)[logpθ(x | z)] + DKL
(
qφ(z | x) || pθ(z)

)
=: L. (3.2)

3.4 reprametrisation trick

Applying methods from the deep learning domain, such as back-propagation [48]
for maximising the lower bound w.r.t. the parameters φ and θ poses a problem
when propagating errors through the sampling process of the expectation in eq. (3.2).
The authors in [49] introduced the so called reparametrisation trick. It reformu-
lates the expectations over distributions such that the parameters appear only in
the value and not in the distribution. This only works when the sampling process
of a distribution z ∼ qφ(z | x) can be expressed as another sampling step of an aux-
iliary variable ε ∼ p(ε) followed by a deterministic transformation gφ(ε, x). The
expectation in eq. (3.2) can then be rewritten as:

Eqφ(z|x)[logpθ(x | z)] = Ep(ε)
[
logpθ

(
x | gφ(ε, x)

)]
.

3.5 variational auto-encoder

This loss function can also be interpreted as an auto-encoder with a sparsity reg-
ulariser and is called the variational auto-encoder (VAE). The reconstruction part
p(x | z) of the loss is very similar to the regular mean squared error, especially in
the case of Gaussian reconstruction distributions. The logarithm of this distribu-
tion leads to the same mean squared error term but with a scaling through by the
variance of the Gaussian distribution. The KL-term DKL(q(z) || p(z)) serves as a
regulariser, since it measures how different the posterior and the prior are. Min-
imising this part would lead to the posterior getting more and more similar to the
prior and transferring lesser information from the observation x. Similar to the
auto-encoder, both p(x | z) and q(z | x) are parametrised as neural networks. These
networks would generate mean and variance of a Gaussian from the condition of
the probability distribution. The parameters of the neural networks are then part
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of θ andΦ of the loss function in eq. (3.2). The type of distribution parametrised by
the neural networks is not limited to Gaussian distributions. Any distribution can
be used where the sampling process is easily differentiable with respect to the dis-
tribution parameters. This is usually the case when the sampling process consists
of a linear transformation of an uninformative distribution or if done by evalu-
ating the cumulative distribution function with a uniform sample as input. This
includes distributions like the Laplace, Exponential, Logistic or Cauchy. If more
complicated distributions are required one can utilize normalizing flows from [47],
where chains of transformations with easy to evaluate Jacobians are used.

The application of neuronal networks and stochastic gradient descend enables us
to perform training of the model on current computing platforms like GPUs and
make use of the many frameworks around machine and deep learning. Another
benefit is that after the training the posterior distribution can be used as an efficient
feed-forward model for performing inference.

Instead of plain neural networks also any differentiable function can be used.
This enables the incorporation of structure to either recognition or generative mod-
els. This includes convolutional networks [46], sequential structures with variable
length [44, 45] or auto-regressive and hierarchical structures [42, 43].

3.6 variational inference for hamiltonian monte carlo

In another publication [41] the SGVB framework got applied to MCMC. They found
out that the acceptance ratio of the MH step of HMC can be added to the lower bound
and be optimised together with the other parameters. Despite its importance for
asymptotic convergence to the exact posterior distribution, the MH acceptance step
is omitted in [41]. In [40] this acceptance step is added back into the algorithm. The
structure of HMC does not leave a lot of room for optimisation except for predicting
a good initial state, or optimising the mass matrix. Nothing prevents us from
conditioning the creation of the matrix on the observation. A conditioning on the
position is possible [39] but would make the algorithm unnecessarily complicated.

For training these free parameters of the initial state and the mass matrix, vari-
ational inference can be used, just as in [41]. The algorithm starts with a regular
recognition model from VAE and uses it to predict the initial latent state of the
Markov chain. Then several steps of the Hamiltonian dynamics transform this lat-
ent state into the final value to be evaluated by the generative model. When the
intermediate states y of this Hamiltonian dynamics transformation are added to
the regular lower bound L, then following equations [41] hold:

logp(x) > L >L− Eq(zT |x)[DKL(q(y | zT , x) || r(y | x, zT ))]

=Eq(y,zT |x)[log[p(x, zT )r(y | x, zT )] − logq(y, zT | x)]

=Eq(y,zT |x)[logp(x, zT ) − logq(z0 | x)]

+

T∑
t=1

log[rt(zt−1 | x, zt)/qt(zt | x, zt−1)]. (3.3)

Here the intermediate state z0, z1, . . . zt−1 are combined into y. The purpose
of the reverse distribution r(y | x, zT ) is to counteract the forward portability of
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the Markov chain. Both the reverse and the forward probability can be factor-
ised into local transition as shown in eq. (3.3). When the chain is balanced with
rt(zt−1|x, zt)
qt(zt|x, zt−1)

= 1 the usual lower bound can be used without auxiliary variables.
The authors in [47] recognised that this MCMC chain transition can be described as
a flow and the acceptance ratio in eq. (3.3) relates to the distortion measured by
the logarithm of the transformation determinant, that needs to be included in the
lower bound.

3.7 approximate inference for optimal control

It is well known [37, 38, 56], that optimal control and reinforcement learning can
also be cast as an inference task. Instead of minimising expected cost, the success
of a trajectory gets formulated as a Bayesian network:

p(rt = 1 | xt, ut) = exp (−βCt(xt, ut)).

The scalar parameter β is used as an inverse temperature. Marginalising out the
trajectory leaves us with:

p(rt = 1) =

∫
pπ0(x1:T , u1:T )

T∏
t=1

exp (−βCt(xt, ut))

=

∫
pπ0(x1:T , u1:T )

T∏
t=1

p(rt = 1 | xt, ut)

=

∫
pπ0(x1:T , u1:T )p(rt = 1 | x1:T , u1:T ).

By introducing an approximate posterior for over trajectories, a lower bound can
be defined on the success evidence [38]:

logp(rt = 1) = log
∫
pπ0(x1:T , u1:T )p(rt = 1 | x1:T , u1:T )

>
∫
qπ(x1:T , u1:T ) log

p(rt = 1 | x1:T , u1:T )pπ0(x1:T , u1:T )
qπ(x1:T , u1:T )

=Eqπ(x1:T ,u1:T )

[
T∑
t=1

−βCt(xt, ut)

]
− DKL(qπ(x1:T , u1:T ) || pπ0(x1:T , u1:T ))

When qπ(x1:T , u1:T ) and pπ0(x1:T , u1:T ) are factorised in the same way, the KL
term can be simplified:

logp(rt = 1) > Eqπ(x1:T ,u1:T )

[
T∑
t=1

−βCt(xt, ut)

]
− DKL(π || π0).

This connection of optimal control and approximate inference enables us to use
the tools variational inference, stochastic gradient descend and the reparametrisa-
tion trick for learning control policies.
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4
E F F I C I E N T I N F E R E N C E

As discussed in the previous chapter methods for creating probabilistic models of
datasets, specifically for making predictions into the future are needed for estim-
ating intrinsic motivation or performing control. In this chapter the focus is on
the analysis and modelling of static data-points, meaning that time-series data is
not handled yet. Unsupervised learning methods are used and applied to high
dimensional datasets and later to analyse the resulting hidden representation. The
following will focus on the class of methods that are able to train non-linear probab-
ilistic models efficiently. Here new methods for joint training of generative models
and efficient approximative inference models are explored.

Unsupervised methods are usually used as a preprocessing step for supervised
tasks. This stems from their tendency to compress data into a more compact format
while ensuring that all information is still contained in the hidden representa-
tion. The procedure of preprocessing involves the training of the unsupervised
algorithm on raw data. Most often, PCA or ICA [36] is used. The recognition part of
the algorithm, which transforms raw data into the hidden representation, gets used
as the preprocessing step. The hidden representation is then used as the input to
the next usually supervised task. The popular methods PCA and ICA are limited in
their ability to represent complex datasets. PCA can only represent Gaussian distrib-
uted datasets well, while ICA can handle more complicated distributions but is still
limited to orthogonal transformations of the data. Some data-sets however feature
more complicated relationships that can not be handled by linear transformations.
In the following the performance of the variational auto-encoder is tested on highly
non-linear tactile data.

The following sections contain results, figures and parts of the publication [35].

4.1 variational auto-encoder for tactile data

In [35] unsupervised techniques got applied to tactile sensor data with the goal
to improve robotic in-hand manipulation. The tactile sensors used here employ a
sensor array together with a deformable exterior which makes the data highly non-
linear and hard to calibrate to physical values. Calibrating each sensor independ-
ently to physical ground truth would be necessary for using it in a classical control
setup, but would make the widespread application of these new sensors difficult.
Usually a high amount of sensor and ground truth readings have to be recorded
such that the learning algorithm can generalise and account for variations in the
environment. An unsupervised preprocessing step makes it possible to bring the
raw sensor data into a compressed format where only a small amount of labelled
data is needed for creating a generalising mapping to ground truths. Unlabelled
data is cheap when recorded autonomously by robots, without the need to restrain
the sensor in a calibration setup. Apart from the calibration problem, these sensors
suffer from drift and temperature effects and would need constant updates of their
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calibration. A goal is therefore to have unsupervised methods which learn a model
of the tactile sensors directly from raw data and are able to transform the data into
a latent representation utilisable as a state for robot control as seen in [34]. A prom-
ising algorithm for preprocessing the raw tactile data is the VAE, as this algorithm
is able to find non-linear relations between the hidden code and data-points and is
able to model the dataset distribution probabilistically.

4.2 comparison to previous work

Previous work on processing tactile data includes [32, 33] which concentrated on
supervised training of the physical ground truths and also used those features for
control. In [31] a preprocessing pipeline is presented which needed to be care-
fully designed and tuned. Apart from being very tedious, supervised training
poses some more profound problems in the later application of those features. The
manual selection of different external modalities might limit the information as
originally received by the sensor. There might be unknown features which can
not be easily defined by the usual ground truths like force, angles and surface tex-
ture. A piece of evidence can be seen in [30] where they recorded micro vibrations
over different surface textures while varying the force level. This force variation
changed the vibration spectrum so much that surface type and force can not easily
be separated anymore. The usual methods like ICA and PCA already found their
application for tactile data [29]. The preprocessed raw data were then mapped to
ground truths. Also in this work they questioned if raw sensor data should rather
be used for control tasks, but as stated in [34] it is necessary to transform raw data
into a latent representation since the high dimensionality is problematic for current
policy search methods.

4.3 experimental setup

In the following experiments two tactile sensors with fundamentally different meas-
urement principles were used. The BioTac [28] sensor uses 19 electrodes in an elec-
trically conductive, but resistive liquid to measure deformation encased in a silicon
skin. The electrodes are embedded in an internal stiff core. The second sensor from
the iCub robot features a capacitive measurement of several electrodes against an
outer ground plane [27]. The ground plane and the dielectric are the only soft and
flexible components, making the iCub sensor much stiffer than the BioTac. Addi-
tionally to the 19 taxel the BioTac also features temperature and pressure sensors,
but those were omitted in the experiments to make the comparison between the
two sensors fairer.

The sensor data were recorded in a robotic setup, where ground truths like forces
and angular positions can be accurately applied and measured. Also different
curvatures and Shore hardnesses were applied to the tactile sensor. The different
angles were set by using stepper motors controlled by an field programmable gate
array (FPGA) PCI-Card (Mesa 5i25) on a regular PC running the Matlab Simulink
Real-Time XPC operating system. The FPGA card enables the use of low level peri-
pheral communication protocols like serial peripheral interface (SPI) and serial con-
nections, which would otherwise not be available on regular desktop computers.
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Figure 4.1: Structure of robot used for recording reproducible tactile sensor dataset. (a)
Tactile sensor touching centre of 2 DOF gimbal platform. Material samples can
be placed in the gimbal centre. (b) Detailed side view of gimbal platform.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of ground truth recorded with robotic setup in fig. 4.1. Forces are
controlled to be uniform in the range between 0N and 5N. The roll and pitch
angles are set by the two stepper motors in the gimbal platform. (Dataset A)
Set of recording with only variations in surface angles and force levels (Dataset
B) Dataset with variation in surface angles, force levels and changing Shore
hardness by manually switching samples on the gimbal platform. (Dataset C)
Recording of curvature samples from fig. 4.3 with varying force levels but fixed
surface angles.
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Figure 4.3: Curvature samples used for generation of dataset C (fig. 4.2). Starting from the
top left corner the curvature values are 5 mm, 7.5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm, 40 mm,
flat.

The gimbal system for applying different angles is shown in fig. 4.1. The force mag-
nitude is controlled in a closed loop with a force-torque sensor (ATI Nano 17) to
keep the force distribution between the two sensors as similar as possible. The dif-
ferent values of each feature are kept as uniform as possible to reduce the amount
of artefacts in the preprocessing due to unbalanced stimuli. Angles are open loop
controlled to spread uniformly the range between −19° to 19° in the roll direction
and from −3.6° to 18° in the pitch direction. For a uniform distribution of Shore
hardness samples with a two component silicone (Smooth On Ecoflex) were fabric-
ated which comes in a discrete set of Shore hardnesses while intermediate values
were created by adding special softener chemicals. They were then calibrated with
a Shore A measurement tool and selected to represent a sample set with equal
distances between levels of hardness. The curvatures came in a predefined set of
sizes as seen in fig. 4.3. The radii of the six curvatures range from 40mm to 5mm.
The Shore hardness and curvature samples are placed in the centre of the gimbal
platform and then applied with the force profile of a linearly increasing force from
0N to 5N with a follow-up decrease to 0N at the same rate. Only the curvature
recordings contain no change of platform angles. This setup was repeated for all
gimbal angles which created a dataset where all combinations of the discrete states
in fig. 4.2 are present in the dataset.

4.4 model learning

This dataset was then used to train a VAE as explained in section 3.3. A common
network structure with the generative model was used:

logp(x | z) = logN(x; µ(z),σ2I). (4.1)

It describes a Gaussian distribution where only the mean µ(z) is generated by
the underlying neural network with two layers of 512 hidden states each. The
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Table 4.1: Regression results on raw and unsupervised preprocessed data for BioTac sensor
on surface dataset. Best result for each pair in bold.

Linear Regression Decision Tree Regression

raw latent raw latent

Force [N] 0.32 0.27 0.34 0.36

Pitch [°] 4.02 3.18 3.69 3.70

Roll [°] 7.03 4.79 6.90 5.96

Table 4.2: Regression results on raw and unsupervised preprocessed data for iCub sensor
on surface dataset. Best result for each pair in bold.

Linear Regression Decision Tree Regression

raw latent raw latent

Force [N] 0.86 0.75 0.87 0.81

Pitch [°] 4.34 2.92 3.34 2.80

Roll [°] 5.23 3.86 3.73 4.84

standard deviation is shared across all data dimensions and is independent of the
latent variable z. In the recognition model, both mean and variance are dependent
of the neural network output:

logp(z | x) = logN(z;µ(x),σ(x)2I).

This network has the same internal structure as the generative model and all net-
works use the identity function as the output transfer function. All the input data
were normalised by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.

Both BioTac and iCub data use the same network structure but different transfer
functions with sigmoid transfer functions for the BioTac sensor and rectifier for the
iCub sensor. The network for the iCub used adadelta[26] with step rate 0.1 for
optimisation while for BioTac rmsprop[25] with step-rate 0.001 was used.

4.5 preprocessing evaluation

For a first evaluation of the preprocessing quality the raw sensor data were com-
pared to the latent representation after the preprocessing step in a classification
and regression test. Linear regression and decision trees where trained to predict
forces and angles.

The results of these prediction tasks are shown in the tables 4.1 to 4.4. In all
cases linear regression on the latent representation outperforms the one trained on
raw data. Decision trees on the other hand are, independent on the representation
or tactile sensor, as good as the linear regression on latent representations. This
is a foreseeable result, as decision trees can model much more complicated trans-
formations compared to the linear regression algorithm. For the latent representa-
tion, the complicated transformations are already applied by the VAE preprocessing
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Table 4.3: Regression results on raw and unsupervised preprocessed data for BioTac sensor
on Shore dataset. Best result for each pair in bold.

Linear Regression Decision Tree Regression

raw latent raw latent

Force [N] 0.30 0.34 0.33 0.37

Pitch [°] 3.45 2.93 3.47 3.62

Roll [°] 6.19 4.48 6.19 6.45

Shore [Shore A] 2.07 1.94 2.21 2.21

Table 4.4: Regression results on raw and unsupervised preprocessed data for iCub sensor
on Shore dataset. Best result for each pair in bold.

Linear Regression Decision Tree Regression

raw latent raw latent

Force [N] 0.56 0.49 0.68 0.67

Pitch [°] 2.45 1.58 2.50 2.09

Roll [°] 4.39 2.47 3.53 3.47

Shore [Shore A] 1.99 1.37 2.35 1.76

step. Figure 4.4 shows that both sensors already depict a highly non-linear map-
ping between forces and tactile sensor outputs. These plots show four applications
of the 5N force profile at different angles. All together, it demonstrates that this
preprocessing simplifies the data enough such that a linear transformation is able
to map the tactile data to physical quantities. Also it is not deleting any import-
ant information in the data, as seen through the decision tree results, where no
preference over raw or preprocessed data is visible.

The preprocessing was also evaluated on a classification task, where the six
curvature classes are used as targets. Figure 4.5 and fig. 4.6 show the results for this
dataset. The left side of each figure was generated by training linear classification
on raw sensor data while the right side was trained on the latent representation.
The results are represented by confusion matrices where a dark diagonal indicates
correct classifications and off-diagonal squares show a grey tone colour when the
wrong class gets predicted. The latent representation is much better suited for
linear classification than raw sensor data.

4.6 discovery of physical quantities

The improved performance of linear regression on the latent representation sug-
gests that the relevant information is already stored in a linear fashion in the hid-
den space. A close look on those latent dimensions whose distribution differs a lot
from the prior distribution is presented in fig. 4.7. Dimensions that show a distri-
bution similar to that of the prior distribution will contain less information about
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Figure 4.4: Time-series of BioTac (left) and iCub (right) recordings. For both sensors the
same force profile 0N to 5N was applied. The linear slopes of the sawtooth
force profile get transformend into sensor reading in a non-linear fashion. A lot
of electrodes of the BioTac react to the same stimulus while for the iCub sensor
only a few electrodes are active.
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Figure 4.5: Results for linear classification applied to raw (left) and preprocessed (right)
iCub sensor data. For showing the classification quality confusion matrices are
used.
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Figure 4.6: Results for linear classification applied to raw (left) and preprocessed (right)
BioTac sensor data. For showing the classification quality confusion matrices
are used.

the current sensor data input. Only three neurons remained after comparing the
approximate posterior distribution to the standard normal distributed prior and
keeping the dimensions with highest divergence. After this selection, the ground
truths like force, roll angle and pitch angle were paired to each of the three latent
dimensions. It turned out that each neuron encoded a specific physical quantity
and they even related in an almost linear fashion to the ground truth. In fig. 4.7, the
left column represents results on the BioTac sensor while the right shows the iCub
sensor. Even for tactile sensors with completely different mechanical structure and
measurement principle, the VAE found the same disentanglement into independent
quantities similar to physical units. Only the ordering is arbitrary, but this poses
no problems to subsequent learning algorithms or minimal calibration procedures
in order to exploit this latent representation.

4.7 application for control

The strength of the proposed methods does not solely lie in solving tactile tasks
but help to create models of other complex systems, without the need for tedious
labelling of data sets or handcrafting features suitable for control. Even without
a learned representation of the transition through time these static representations
can already be used for improving a robotic controller. For setting up a simple
control environment, the gimbal platform from fig. 4.1 was equipped with a pole
extending out of the rotation axis centre acting as an inverted pendulum. The
motors got replaced by angular sensors such that the platform is moving without
resistance. A simple neural network with 20 neurons in a single hidden layer with
rectifier activations was used for predicting the next latent state. The input to
the network is the current latent state together with a proposed action. During
evaluation on the robot this model creates predictions for a fixed set of actions.
The actions where the predicted latent state is closest to the desired position is
send to the robot actuators. After each of the 30 roll-outs the model is retrained on
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Figure 4.7: Relation between latent representation and ground truth. The VAE automatically
identified a non-linear transformation into a latent space where each ground
truth is stored in a separate dimension. The mapping even shows an almost
linear relation between the latent value and the physical values. No ground
truth was shown to the algorithm while training this mapping, here it was only
used during the visualisations step.
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Figure 4.8: Reward during training of pole balancing task. A neural network was used
to predict the next preprocessed tactile state given the current state and an
action. Repeated execution with different actions of this network together with
an error function on the predicted state are used to generate the next action. The
rewards in the graph are averaged over 10 experiments. The last 10 time steps
of each reward are used for calculating the reward. After each new roll-out the
controller was retrained.

the accumulated data-point action pairs. The resulting increase in reward after 30

roll-outs is shown in fig. 4.8.
In [34] such a similar generated latent representation was used as the observa-

tion input to a policy search algorithm and provided much better performance as
compared to raw sensor input. Additionally the paper showed that learning a dy-
namics model jointly with the latent space further improves the control learning.
The resulting latent space representation used in the publication [34] suggests that
the included action information shapes the latent space and makes it more regular,
especially the dimensions which heavily rely on the dynamics, such as the velocity.

4.8 conclusion on preprocessing

The modelling capabilities of the variational auto-encoder were demonstrated on
highly non-linear data from two types of tactile sensors. Supervised methods like
linear regression and decision trees were used for showing that all information
about the relevant features are still encoded in the hidden representation. Not only
did the experiments show that information is still present in the latent representa-
tions but also they improved the regression and classification capabilities of linear
models. This solves the initial problem of accidentally limiting the number of fea-
tures through supervised learning but also improves the discussed generalisation
capabilities. This demonstrates a reduction of the labelling effort for supervised
calibration of the sensors. Apart from that, the results showed that the compres-
sion capabilities of the latent space correctly recognised that for the tactile sensor
data only three latent features are important. Those three features were collected
into three latent dimensions and corresponded linearly to the true physical ground
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truth: one neuron was linearly related to the normal force of the tactile sensor,
while the other two neurons encoded the roll and pitch angle of the sensor relative
to the touched surface. Even running the algorithm on two fundamentally different
tactile sensors, the BioTac and the iCub sensor, produced the same result in terms
of latent representation.
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T I M E S E R I E S M O D E L L I N G

Many tasks like optimising a control policy or estimating intrinsic motivation can
benefit from a differential model of the environment. This reduces the need to
excessively sample from the environment for estimating an error gradient. Again
the environment has to be modelled probabilistically as the learned variance is
required to act accordingly in uncertain state estimations. This leads us to a model
p(x1:T ) of the observed sequences x1:T . However a mere model of the, possibly
non-Markovian, observational data is not enough. As a solution, a compressed
latent space is learned from raw sensor data in which the state space transition is
forced to be Markovian.

The following sections contain results, figures and parts of the publication [24].

5.1 requirements for state space models

Just as in the static data case the assumption here is, that the data set x1:T is gen-
erated by a hidden process dependent on an unobserved variable z. The data
distribution can be represented as the marginal over all hidden variables:

p(x1:T | u1:T ) =
∫
p(x1:T | z1:T , u1:T )p(z1:T | u1:T )dz1:T . (5.1)

This marginal likelihood is very similar to the static case except for the additional
condition on actions and the interpretation of each variable as a time sequence.
However, state space models have further requirements which can be encoded into
the graphical structure. There are two assumptions on the structure:

p(x1:T | z1:T , u1:T ) =
T∏
t=1

p(xt | zt), (5.2)

p(z1:T | v1:T , u1:T ) =
T−1∏
t=0

p(zt+1 | zt, ut, vt). (5.3)

The first assumption encoded in eq. (5.2) states that an observation xt is only
dependent on the local hidden state zt. It can be, that xt only represents parts of
the information of the actual state zt, which can make the transition from one xt to
another non-Markov. Equation (5.3) will force the transition to only require the last
latent state and make the hidden dynamics Markovian. The variable vt represents
the source of uncertainty for the parameters and structure of the transitions and is
part of the variable βt = (wt, vt). The remaining part of βt represents the process
noise and describes the uncertainty of p(zt+1 | zt, ut, vt) when a sample of vt is
given.

39
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With these assumptions embedded into our marginal likelihood eq. (5.1) and
factorizing the distributions over time series the marginal likelihood is defined as:

p(x1:T | u1:T ) =
∫∫
p(v1:T )

T∏
t=1

pθ(xt | zt)
T−1∏
t=0

p(zt+1 | zt, ut, vt)dv1:T dz1:T .

(5.4)

5.2 problems of state-of-the-art algorithms

Several applications of SGVB have been applied to time series data [19–23]. [19, 20]
use non-linear transitions in a hidden layer of a recurrent neural network (RNN).
The hidden deterministic transition receives samples from the observation model
and the last latent distribution making the transition spread over several trans-
formations. There is no clear distinction between a stochastic transition and the
emission model.

Another similar algorithm is presented by [22]. Here the transition is directly
defined as a neural network with a stochastic output. The only downside is, that
this transition gets used only in the prior locally dependent on the last state, which
only softly encodes the Markov properties. This results in a model that fails to
extract state space features for time derivatives leading to an over powerful recog-
nition model.

The authors in [23] present an alternative way of learning a time series model,
but their inference model uses a very costly message passing and node potentials.
The approach presented here infers the latent states directly instead of using an
inference subroutine.

Closer to the work in this thesis, in [21] a VAE structure for single time-step
prediction was used. They also applied the transition model to subsequent control
tasks. Multiple observations need to be stacked to make the input Markovian.
The number of time-steps needs to be individually tuned for every dataset. The
inclusion of the second encoder time-step is not inspired by the ELBO but rather
optimised by a tunable regularisation term.

In the model presented in this thesis the agglomeration of information of several
observations is done automatically by the recognition model. The Markov assump-
tions in the transition forces the information necessary for single step prediction to
accumulate in the latent state.

5.3 stochastic gradient variational bayes for time series distri-
butions

All tunable parameters lie within the neural networks representing the different dis-
tribution in the lower bound. Parameters of the transition can be shared between
the prior distribution and the recognition model or viewed to be completely part of
the generative model. All of these changes can be done without violating the lower
bound and without significantly affecting the marginal likelihood. The choice of
internal network structure can significantly affect the overall transition model qual-
ity resulting in long term predictions. By moving all stochasticity of the latent state
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to the innovation noise variable βt−1, the marginal likelihood (eq. (5.4)) can be
simplified to:

p(x1:T | u1:T ) =
∫
p(β1:T )

T∏
t=1

pθ(xt | zt)
∣∣∣
zt=f(zt−1,ut−1,βt−1)

dβ1:T

=

∫
p(β1:T )pθ(x1:T | β1:T , u1:T )dβ1:T . (5.5)

The hidden state space variables zt are now encoded inside the probability dis-
tributions in eq. (5.5). These internal deterministic relations are represented by the
diamond nodes in fig. 5.1. This also holds for the state space assumptions which
are encoded in the network structure inside pθ(x1:T | β1:T ) by having no connec-
tions between variables which should not depend on each other.

The lower bound to the data likelihood can now be derived just as in the VAE

case described in section 3.3:

lnp(x1:T | u1:T ) = ln
∫
p(β1:T )pθ(x1:T | β1:T , u1:T )

qφ(β1:T | x1:T , u1:T )
qφ(β1:T | x1:T , u1:T )

dβ1:T

>
∫
qφ(β1:T | x1:T , u1:T ) ln

(
pθ(x1:T | β1:T , u1:T )p(β1:T )

qφ(β1:T | x1:T , u1:T )

)
dβ1:T

= Eqφ
[
lnpθ(x1:T | β1:T , u1:T ) − lnqφ(β1:T | x1:T , u1:T ) + lnp(β1:T )

]
(5.6)

= Eqφ [lnpθ(x1:T | β1:T , u1:T )] − DKL
(
qφ(β1:T | x1:T , u1:T ) || p(β1:T )

)
(5.7)

=: LDVBF(x1:T , θ,φ | u1:T ).

5.4 deep variational bayes filters

5.4.1 Reparametrising the transition

Previous approaches used the transition model as the prior for the latent space
[22]. This resulted in gradients only flowing one time-step back, which lead to
a recognition model directly encoding the observation into the latent state while
ignoring the last latent state. It also meant that errors in the transition only led
to local effects on the loss function, instead they should rather lead to changes in
prediction error in future latent states.

For solving these problems, all transitions in deep variational bayes filters (DVBF)
are kept in a long chain while the prior only acts locally through the innovation
parameter βt. In comparison to [22] this prevents the recognition model from dir-
ectly sampling the latent states and forces it to actively correct the state predicted
by the transition. This is very similar to the reparametrisation trick [49, 50] used
for making a stochastic process differentiable w.r.t. its parameters. Here errors are
back-propagated through a whole chain of transitions for optimising their paramet-
ers.

Two types of transition reparametrisations, that enable back-propagation through
time are presented in the following. The first introduces an innovation noise vari-
able which is a transformation of the previous observations during filtering. Dur-
ing generative sampling this variable is set to random noise.
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Figure 5.1: a) Forward graphical model for predicting next latent state zt+1 and recon-
struction of next observation xt+1. The dependence on only the last latent state
zt together with the reconstruction of the observation only from the current
latent state enforce state space model assumptions. The input from βt repres-
ents all stochasticity during the latent state space transition. b) Inference of the
stochastic variables of the transition. All past latent states, observations and
control inputs can be used for inferring the innovation noise.

The most general transition of this form

zt+1 = f(zt, ut,βt), (5.8)

uses the last state zt, an action ut and βt as the only stochastic input to this
deterministic function. It can be split into βt = (wt, vt), where wt is seen as
process noise, while vt is defined as stochasticity for the transition parameters.
The posterior for representing both wt and vt can look like this:

qφ(β1:T | x1:T ) = qφ(w1:T | x1:T )qφ(v1:T ). (5.9)

When taking generative samples of the model, wt needs to be sampled from the
prior, while vt should still be sampled from qφ(v1:T ).

By introducing this innovation noise variable, the transition parameters can no
longer be considered as part of the recognition model and the prior on βt is now
a standard normal distribution and independent on the transition parameters. The
probability distribution of the transition is now implicitly defined by βt and the
structure of the transformation. When a tractable distribution density evaluation of
the transition is required for later steps, this transformation needs to be invertible
and distortions of the transformation need to be kept track of. Without this require-
ment the transition function can be chosen arbitrarily. The gradient computation
through the transition which previously stopped at the KL-divergence cost now
also receives gradient beyond that regulariser from errors later in the time series.

The graphical models in fig. 5.1 show the structure of the generative and infer-
ence structure. A functional structure of these models is shown in detail in fig. 5.2
and fig. 5.3a.

The optimisation of this model often got trapped in local minima. In these min-
ima the network learned to encode individual observations directly into the latent
space and reconstructed observations ignoring the transition output. It therefore
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qφ(vt | ·)

the input/conditional is task-dependent
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βt ∼ qφ(βt) = qφ(wt | ·)qφ(vt)

transition in latent state space
zt+1 = f(zt, ut,βt)

zt zt+1
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pθ(xt+1 | zt+1)

Figure 5.2: Structure of DVBF for a single time step. The box in red represents the generic
type of transition and can be replaced with either a non-linear neural network
based transition or with a locally linear transition. The encoder part in the
top predicts βt from the current observation. The decoder in the bottom then
reconstructs the observation using the filtered latent state zt+1. The probability
distribution of the transition is dependent on βt and its processing inside the
deterministic transition, see section 5.4.1 for more information.

zt ut
vtwt
βt

αt = fψ(zt, ut)
(e.g., neural network)

(A, B, C)t =
∑M
i=1 α

(i)
t (A, B, C)(i)

zt+1 = Atzt + Btut + Ctwt

zt+1

(a) Locally linear transition.

zt ut
vtwt
βt

{µt+1,σt+1, σ̄t+1} = fψ,vt(zt, ut)
(e.g., neural network)

zt+1 = µt+1 + σt+1wt

zt+1

(b) Non-linear transition with Gaussian
distribution.

Figure 5.3: (a) Locally linear transition from section 5.4.3. Matrices in the transition are
generated by linearly combining a set of base matrices. The weights αt are
dependent on the last latent state and action in a non-linear fashion. The local
linear transition will follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution dependent on
the choice of Ct and wt. (b) Non-linear transition from section 5.4.4. Mean and
variance are generated by a neural network and transition uses the reparamet-
risation trick by transforming the sample wt.
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learned no reasonable system dynamics inside the transition. In order to solve this
instability an annealed version of (5.6) was employed:

LDVBF = Eqφ
[
ci lnpθ(x1:T | z1:T ) − lnqφ(β1:T | x1:T , u1:T )

+ci lnp(w1:T ) + lnp(v1:T )]. (5.10)

The inverse temperature parameter ci = max(1, 0.01+ i/TA) emphasizes the max-
imisation of entropy of the approximate posterior. As the number of training steps
i reaches TA, ci reaches 1 and the ELBO is back at its normal form. [17, 18, 47]
show that this method smooths out the error landscape.

5.4.2 Gated recognition model

The second method for structuring the recognition and transition model for DVBF

makes use of Gaussian multiplication similar as in the original Kalman filter for-
mulation. In this setup both, the recognition model and the transition, predict the
current latent state as a Gaussian distribution. The two probability densities then
get multiplied and renormalized:

q(zt+1 | . . .) ∝ qmeas(zt+1 | z1:t, x1:t+1, u1:t)× ptrans(zt+1 | zt, ut). (5.11)

Here the conditioning of the inverse emission model on the whole sequence
is shown as the most general representation, but it can certainly be relaxed and
conditioned on the last state and current observation alone. In the case of whole
sequences an RNN can be used for processing the data into sufficient statistics for
the distribution. For the multiplication of two Gaussian distributions the resulting
probability density is again Gaussian. The closed form solution of this operation
results in the following equations[16]:

µq =
µtransσ

2
meas + µmeasσ̄

2
trans

σ2meas + σ̄
2
trans

,

σ2q =
σ2measσ̄

2
trans

σ2meas + σ̄
2
trans

. (5.12)

These operations give the transition and recognition model the possibility to
assign a belief to their predictions. The resulting latent state is then properly
weighted regarding these beliefs.
µtrans and σ̄2trans come from the transition model ptrans, while µmeas and σ2meas

come from the inverse measurement model qmeas:

ptrans(zt+1 | . . .) =N
(
µtrans(zt, ut), σ̄2trans(zt, ut)

)
,

qmeas(zt+1 | . . .) =N
(
µmeas(z1:t, x1:t+1, u1:t),σ2meas(z1:t, x1:t+1, u1:t)

)
. (5.13)

With the equations from eq. (5.12), the resulting probability density for the re-
cognition model is then defined as:

q(zt+1 | z1:t, x1:t+1, u1:t) = N(µq,σ2q). (5.14)
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The KL-divergence can be directly used between this approximate posterior
q(zt+1 | z1:t, x1:t+1, u1:t) and some prior transition p(zt+1 | zt, ut) just as used in
algorithms like deep Kalman filter (DKF). This prior is the generative transition dis-
tribution, of which only the mean is shared between the fusion step and the prior
transition. Would the standard deviation σ̄2trans also be shared between the fusion
step and prior, then the above KL divergence minimisation would try to pull σ̄2trans
and σ2q to the same value. This leads to the following relationship in the case of a
minimal KL-divergence:

σ2q =
σ2measσ̄

2
trans

σ2meas + σ̄
2
trans

=! σ̄2trans

0 = σ̄2trans − σ̄
2
trans

σ2meas

σ2meas + σ̄
2
trans

0 = σ̄2trans
σ̄2trans

σ2meas + σ̄
2
trans

0 =
(σ̄2trans)

2

σ2meas + σ̄
2
trans

This equation shows that sharing the variance and optimising the KL-divergence
cost will force σ2meas towards infinity and σ̄2trans towards zero. Even though this
attractor is counteracted by the reconstruction cost, it showed during experiments
that this produced local minima which were hard to escape by the optimiser. As a
solution an extra variance σ2trans is introduced for the prior distribution while the
mean of the transition is still shared between the posterior and the prior model:

p(zt+1 | zt, ut) = N
(
µtrans(zt, ut),σ2trans(zt, ut)

)
. (5.15)

The parameters µtrans, σ̄2trans and σ2trans are predicted by one neural network with
last state zt and action ut as inputs and µmeas and σ2meas are predicted by another
neural network conditioned on the observations and actions. The updated graph-
ical structure with the Gaussian multiplication step is shown in fig. 5.4.

For fitting this divergence into the previous framework from section 5.4.1 with
innovation noise variables and a standard normal Gaussian prior, the transforma-
tions can be moved from the prior to the posterior side of the KL-divergence. This
is done by subtracting the transition mean and dividing by the transition standard
deviation such, that the prior is transformed into a standard normal distribution.
The value for the KL-divergence does not change when these transformations are
applied, as long as they are homeomorphic. The parameters of wt ∼ N(µwt ;σ

2
wt):

µwt =
µq − µtrans

σtrans
, σ2wt =

σ2q

σ2trans
,

can then be used in the same way as the previous distribution of w inside the
KL computation with a standard normal distribution as the prior just as shown in
eq. (5.7) where w is part of β.

With this change it was possible to omit the annealing step and still get good
generative models. However, it should be noted that this multiplication does not
come from the same mathematical derivation as in the Kalman filter. Here it is only
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{µmeas,σ2meas} = gφ(x1:t+1, u1:t)

fusion step

µq =
µtransσ

2
meas+µmeasσ̄

2
trans

σ2meas+σ̄
2
trans

σ2q =
σ2measσ̄

2
trans

σ2meas+σ̄
2
trans

zt+1 ∼ N(µq,σ2q)

latent space transition

{µtrans,σ2trans, σ̄2trans} =

= fψ,vt(zt, ut)

zt zt+1

ut

pθ(xt+1 | zt+1)

Figure 5.4: Architecture of the gated recognition model with Gauss multiplication fusion
step. Graphical model for one transition under state space model assumptions
for the fusion step. The additional variance output σ2trans of the transition re-
mains unused. The fusion step is only used for computing the ELBO or during
generative sampling the model.

used as a method to weight the two outputs of the transition and the recognition
model according to their confidence. In fact it is misleading to denote the parameter
σ̄2trans in a similar fashion as the variance of a Gaussian. The fractions of variances
in eq. (5.12) can instead be combined into a gate value α =

σ2meas
σ2meas+σ̄

2
trans

and its
annihilating 1−α:

µq =
µtransσ

2
meas + µmeasσ̄

2
trans

σ2meas + σ̄
2
trans

= αµtrans + (1−α)µmeas.

The variance fusion changes to

σ2q = ασ̄2trans + (1−α)σ2meas.

This leads to another interpretation of this prediction and measurement fusion:
When the two variances are combined to a single parameter, a similarity to a long
short term memory (LSTM) or gated recurrent unit (GRU) layer can be made. Such
gating mechanisms give neural networks the capability to control a multiplicative
element in the network and enable better gradient flow [15].

[43] applied a similar technique for combining the information from bottom-up
recognition and top-down prior connections. However they ignore, that optimising
the KL divergence with a shared variance between approximate posterior and prior
results in instable training.
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5.4.3 Locally linear transitions

The transition can be implemented in different ways depending on the desired
application. This can either be a non-linear function like a neural network or some-
thing with more restrictions on the structure. A popular choice would be a linear
transition where the current state gets multiplied with a matrix to generate to the
next state. By setting the matrix as a function of zt the model will describe a locally
linear system. The authors from [21] chose such a system which makes the learned
dynamics usable with iterative linear quadratic regulator (iLQR) for locally optimal
control. The transition is then defined like this:

zt+1 = Atzt + Btut + Ctwt, t = 1, . . . , T , (5.16)

where At, Bt, and Ct are the transition matrices defined as functions of zt and
ut. The variable wt can be seen as process noise and is also used in this sense
when performing generative sampling. However, during filtering it should be seen
as a form of innovation noise coming from the recognition model which corrects
the current trajectory with input from observations.

The matrix generating functions are parametrised as a linear combination of base
matrices. Only the weights αt are now state and action dependent, and generated
by a non-linear function:

αt = fψ(zt, ut) ∈ RM, (5.17)

At =
M∑
i=1

α
(i)
t A(i), Bt =

M∑
i=1

α
(i)
t B(i), Ct =

M∑
i=1

α
(i)
t C(i).

When a Bayesian interpretation of the transition parameters [14] is used, then
these base matrices are drawn from the posterior qφ(vt):

vt ∼ qφ(vt)

vt =
{

A(i), B(i), C(i) | i = 1, . . . ,M
}

.

A softmax transfer function is used in the last layer of fψ from eq. (5.17) for-
cing a convex combination of base matrices. Together with the Bayesian treatment
this forms a powerful regularization. The inference of the innovation noise wt
can either be done by direct modelling through the posterior distribution as well
as through the gating mechanism described in the last section. When the gating
mechanism is used, a second C matrix has to be added for the additional variance
in the fusion step.

5.4.4 Non-linear transitions

The deterministic transition function can also directly be described through a non-
linear mapping. There are several choices for including the noise variables de-
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pending on the application. The simplest one is achieved by directly using all
parameters as input to a non-linear function:

zt+1 = fψ(zt, ut,βt). (5.18)

With this parametrisation only the first version of the fusion step can be used
where βt variables are directly predicted by the recognition model. To benefit from
the gating mechanism (section 5.4.2) a Gaussian parametrisation of the transition
is needed. The transition is then composed of two steps, first a generation of
mean and variance and then a sampling process where the innovation variable is
included:

{µt+1,σt+1, σ̄t+1} = fψ(zt, ut),

zt+1 = µt+1 + σt+1wt. (5.19)

The second variance σ̄t+1 is used for the Gaussian fusion in the recognition
model gating mechanism. The graphical structure of this transition can be seen in
fig. 5.3b. This type of transition can be used, when no specific transition structure
is required.

5.5 evaluation

The proposed method got evaluated on several toy datasets. They were chosen such
that their state space is easy to plot but still depicting complex dynamics. It was
tested on a pendulum system and a ball trapped in a box where the state is encoded
as a high dimensional image. The latent representations are then evaluated on
their ability to generate accurate long term predictions, but also on their ability to
represent hidden states for transforming the non-Markovian observations into a
Markovian state.

5.5.1 Dynamic pendulum

For the pendulum environment data set was generated by simulating the differen-
tial equation

ml2ϕ̈(t) = −µϕ̇(t) +mgl sinϕ(t) + u(t),

with a force control u(t) set to random noise and the other parameters set to
m = l = 1,µ = 0.5,g = 9.81. The angle ϕ(t) of the pendulum is then rendered
into a 16x16 image. This transformation into images deletes information about the
angular velocity ϕ̇(t) and makes the environment partially observable. The velocity
information can however be recovered when combining several observations. Goal
of this experiment is to verify that the DVBF model is capable of transforming these
non-Markovian image sequences into a latent Markovian state space.

The model used for learning this environment uses the locally linear transition
from section 5.4.3, together with the innovation noise update and the annealed
ELBO. Detailed information about model parameters for DVBF can be found in
appendix A.3. Parameters of the pendulum experiment for the DKF model are
shown in appendix A.5.
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(a) DVBF-LL (angle label) (b) DKF [22] (angle label)

(c) DVBF-LL (velocity label) (d) DKF [22] (velocity label)

Figure 5.5: Comparison of latent representations of DVBF and DKF (from [22]). Both models
were trained on the same pendulum dataset. (a, c) The latent space of DVBF

coloured with the ground truth angle (a) and velocity (c). (b, d) The latent
space of DKF coloured with the ground truth angle (b) and velocity (d). In
comparison to the DVBF results DKF is able to encode angular information of
the pendulum in the latent space, but fails to encode several observations into
velocity information.
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(a) Latent walk sampled from generative
model without observation intput.

(b) Latent walk with filtered states.

...

...

...
51 10 15 20 40 45

(c) Sequence of observations from pendulum environment (top), reconstructions (middle), generative
samples after starting from the same initial latent state (bottom).

Figure 5.6: (a) Generative latent walk through latent state space of pendulum environment.
Walk starts from a single filtered latent state. Three observation reconstructions
from selected points of the walk are shown and connected to the correspond-
ing state. (b) Reconstructed latent walk through latent state space of pendulum
environment. Each point of the trajectory corresponds to an actual observa-
tion. Three of these observations are shown connected to the corresponding
latent state. (c) Exemplary observation trajectory with samples beyond train-
ing data length (red line) and its reconstructions and generative samples. Only
the reconstruction model has access to the full observation trajectory, while the
generative model only received an initial latent state. The generative model
shows valid reconstructions even far beyond the training sequence length. The
skipped part of the sequence can be found in fig. A.1.

In fig. 5.5 the results of this experiment are shown. In fig. 5.5a and fig. 5.5c the
latent variables are shown. Both plots embed the same points but with different
ground truths used as colouring. The angle got encoded into two dimensions, onto
a circular shape, similar to an encoding of the form (sin(α), cos(α)). The circle
also got axis aligned without explicitly stating this property to the algorithm. The
velocity is encoded perpendicular to this angle-circle effectively creating a barrel or
cylindrical shape. However the angular velocity was never explicitly present in the
dataset, but is necessary to predict the next latent state which in turn minimises
the KL divergence. With the reconstruction approximately the same, this creates a
bigger ELBO than just encoding the states necessary for observation reconstruction.

The DKF algorithm also encoded the angle in its latent state, but fails to compress
it into a small representation. Instead the path of a full rotation is spread across
all three dimensions as seen in fig. 5.5a. The latent space in fig. 5.5d additionally
shows no correlation with the velocity ground-truth, indicating that the recognition
model failed to compress several images into a Markovian state space.
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Table 5.1: ELBO values for DVBF and DKF model on pendulum test set.

Lower Bound = Negative Reconstruction Error − KL divergence

DVBF-LL 798.56 802.06 3.50

DKF 784.70 788.58 3.88

An important feature necessary for subsequent tasks is a good generative model
which runs for several time steps without corrections from the observation model.
Essentially this generative model can be regarded as a learned simulator and will
also be used as such in the subsequent chapters.

This capability was tested on the pendulum model and sampled 100 time step
trajectories. These trajectories in latent space are shown in fig. 5.6a, in observa-
tion space in fig. 5.6c and with the recognition model enabled in fig. 5.6b and the
middle row of fig. 5.6c. The red line in fig. 5.6c represents the lengths of sequences
during training, showing that the model generalises well beyond that limit. The
latent walk in fig. 5.6a if unrolled along the cylinder length closely resembles the
known phase portraits of the pendulum with the attractor at its centre. Figure 5.6c
compares the dataset with the observation walk in the dataset (top) to the filtered
walk (middle) and the fully generative walk (bottom) where only the starting con-
dition is dependent on the data. The generative samples follow the true dataset
closely with only small but physically plausible deviations.

The values of the ELBO in table 5.1 show a slightly better bound for the method
presented here compared to DKF. This is an indication that the ELBO does only
slightly reflect the actual improvement on generative quality.

5.5.2 Bouncing ball

In the second experiment a ball is trapped in a two dimensional box. The envir-
onment is set to elastic collisions such that the ball bounces of the walls in case
of collisions. This creates highly non-linear dynamics, as the point of collision in-
volves a sharp direction and velocity change. The latent state dimensions were
set to the true system state space size of four dimensions: two for the position of
the ball and two for the velocities. Additional model parameters are described in
appendix A.4.

The results for this experiment are shown in fig. 5.7. Even in this vastly differ-
ent environment from the pendulum environment similar results were achieved
in terms of latent space shape. Again physical values are aligned with the axes,
even latents encoding positions and velocities are separated into individual dimen-
sions. Especially the Cartesian coordinates of the ball are mapped to the latent
space without almost any distortions. This is an interesting feature as there are
no explicit Cartesian coordinates present in the dataset, since the position is only
encoded as an image. The distortion can be analysed by the checker-board pattern
shown in fig. 5.7a. The pattern is based on the true positions of the ball and then
mapped onto the corresponding latent points. If there is no distortion visible and
all checker-board pads are square and of equal size, then the model even learned
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a distance preserving Cartesian coordinate system from a raw stream of image
observations.

5.6 model-based control

Before applying this model to maximise an intrinsic motivation cost, one can
already demonstrate the proposed learning method in combination with super-
vised control costs. The goal is to find a policy π(ut | zt) that maps from the
learned latent representation zt to control actions ut such that a cost function C(zt)
is minimal at all points in time. The expected future cost is defined as:

Cπ := Eπ

[
T∑
t=1

C(zt)

]
≈ 1

M

M∑
m=1

T∑
t=1

C
(

z(m)
t

)
. (5.20)

The expectation is computed over all trajectories z1:T , which are dependent
on the samples from a policy π and generated by a recursive call of the learned
transition function. At each call the transition receives the latest action from the
policy and the last latent state. The following factorised distribution illustrates the
sampling process:

z1:T , u1:T−1 ∼ p(z1)
T−1∏
t=1

p(zt+1 | ut, zt)π(ut | zt). (5.21)

Similar as in [13], the expected cost is estimated by Monte-Carlo sampling indic-
ated in eq. (5.20) by summing the costs of M sampled trajectories. The reparamet-
risation trick for propagating through the sampling process from section 3.3 can
also be applied here for propagating the control cost gradient through the chain
of sampled transitions back into the policy parameters. Not only can this policy
search be formulated as an inference problem (section 3.7), even efficient infer-
ence methods can be reused here. The loss function used is then the Monte-Carlo
sampled cost eq. (5.20) with an additive regulariser in the form of a KL-divergence
between the policy and a baseline policy. Such a modified value function was also
used in [12], and a brief derivation can be found in section 3.7. The cost function is
then changed to:

Cπ := Eπ

[
T∑
t=1

βC(zt) + DKL(π(ut | zt) || π0)

]

≈ 1

M

M∑
m=1

T∑
t=1

[
βC
(

z(m)
t

)
+ DKL

(
π
(

u(m)
t | z(m)

t

)
|| π0

)]
. (5.22)

The parameter β is used for tuning the influence of the policy regulariser. The
value function, measuring the future expected cost conditioned on a starting state
z1, is defined as:

Vπ(z1) := min
π

Eπ

[
T∑
t=2

C(zt)

∣∣∣∣∣z1
]

. (5.23)
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(a) Latent walk of bouncing ball colliding with box boundaries.

(b) Latent space coloured with velocity data from ground truth.

Figure 5.7: Visualisations of the latent space of the bouncing ball environment. DVBF auto-
matically identified latent states that correspond almost linearly to the physical
ground truth state. (a) The two latent dimensions that correspond to position in-
formation. The checker board pattern is generated using ground truth position
information. The regular shape and squareness of the checker board shows that
the latent space preserves the distance. (b) Velocities are automatically stored
in the remaining latent dimensions and orthogonality between the two velocity
components is preserved in latent space.
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This process is comparable to model-predictive control with the difference, that
predictions are only generated while training the policy and not during online
execution. After policy optimisation the prediction and action selection process is
amortized into the policy.

The cost function can be defined in several ways depending on the available in-
formation about the system. When the desired target position in sensor space is
known, an option is to define costs as differentiable functions dependent on the
observation and the last action. During model rollouts this cost function is then
evaluated on emission model samples. In most reinforcement learning environ-
ments the cost function is not accessible and only samples of rewards are received
during rollouts of the environment. In this case rewards can be added to the data-
set during model training and interpreted as another observation, which forces
the emission model to learn a probabilistic model of the reward. The input to
the model gets simply redefined as the concatenation of observation and reward
samples:

x = {xobs, xreward}. (5.24)

The cost is then defined through a sampling process from the emission model of
DVBF:

xreward ∼ p(xreward | zt)

C(zt) = −xreward.

A short experiment demonstrates this way of learning the reward function. For
generating a dataset, the pendulum environment Pendulum-v0 from the OpenAI
Gym library[11] was used. This environment features samples of the reward paired
with each observation as output. With these observation reward pairs and action
inputs a DVBF model was trained, which was then used to generatively roll out
predictions for optimising the control cost from eq. (5.22). The resulting value
landscape when using the policy search method from above can be seen in fig. 5.8.
Monte-Carlo sampling was used to evaluate the value function (eq. (5.23)) at each
point in state space.
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(a) Value function for inverted pendulum swingup, Monte-Carlo sampled using dynamic model
learned with DVBF. Cost function learned with same model by concatenating reward to observation
as shown in eq. (5.24).

(b) Exemplary supervised control cost based swingup sequence.

Figure 5.8: Results for the pendulum experiment with supervised control cost.





6
U N S U P E RV I S E D C O N T R O L

This chapter will provide methods for efficiently computing empowerment, fol-
lowed by evaluations on simulated environments with both given dynamics and
dynamics trained with the unsupervised learning algorithms from previous chapters.

In this part empowerment will be used as the intrinsic motivation. In order to
analyse the performance of the algorithm developed in this work, the results are
compared with literature about theoretical and toy experiment results.

The following sections contain results, figures and parts of the publication [10].

6.1 limitations of previous methods

Let us revisit the structure of the empowerment formulation from section 2.1.2:

E(z) =max
ω

∫
ω(u | z)

∫
p
(
z′ | u, z

)
ln

p(z′ | u, z)∫
ω(u | z)p(z′ | u, z)du

dz′du. (6.1)

The main obstacle of using empowerment is its computational intractability. In
the continuous case in eq. (6.1) three integrals have to be computed and maximised
with respect to the source distribution ω(u | z). This problem has been circum-
vented by restricting the environments to small discrete state and action spaces [9,
75] where the influence on the environment can be evaluated by enumerating all
possible states using the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [8].

A few also tried to estimate empowerment in continuous space. [76] developed
a method for learning a model of the system transition with Gaussian processes
and a Monte-Carlo integration of the empowerment value. The action space is still
discrete which limits the applicability to real world robotics tasks.

Another limitation can come from the way empowerment is exploited. The easi-
est way is to evaluate the empowerment value of the next states for every action
and greedily choosing the one with highest value. Valleys in the empowerment
landscape whose transition might lead to higher rewards in a later state are there-
fore ignored. Usually this is circumvented by using n-step empowerment, looking
farther into the future for evaluating the state.

One solution for enabling both continuous state and action spaces is to linearise
a given system and then use the analytical solution for the channel capacity of lin-
ear systems. This strategy was evaluated on the pendulum environment in [77]. In
the next section the idea of using a linearised transition model will be reiterated,
but instead of linearising a possibly highly non-linear model observations will be
transformed into a latent space where the transitions are locally linear. In later sec-
tions this chapter will also apply efficient empowerment estimation to non-linear
transitions.

57
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6.2 empowerment for linear transitions

For a channel where the action influence is a linear relationship, empowerment can
be solved analytically. A typical approach for computing channel capacity is to
linearise the system and use formulations for linear channels as in [7]. Then the
solution of computing the channel capacity from [7] can be used. After linearisation
the transitions is described as linear transitions like in [77]:

S = TA + Z

where A is the applied action, T is a matrix describing its influence on the next
state S and Z has a Normal distribution Z ∼ N(0,Ks). The matrices T and Z can
be extracted by linearisation of a given non-linear transition function or by fitting
them to samples of actions and resulting next states. This fitting procedure can be
achieved by a pseudo-inverse on a tensor with action state pairs, as described in
[77]. The actions A are designed to be Normal distributed with a specific limit on
the variance, which is comparable to a power constraint. This power constraint is
needed as the linear nature would allow changes by the action of any magnitude
and would therefore leave the channel capacity of a linear channel unlimited. In
the physical reality every control input and its influence is limited which either
allows no linear transitions or bounds the range of action inputs.

Computing empowerment for these locally linear channels can be done very effi-
ciently in the order of a singular value decomposition. Most of the computational
complexity comes from transforming the linear system transition into independent
channels. The channel capacity C can then be computed independently for each
dimension by:

C = max
Pi

∑
i

1

2
log(1+ σiPi), (6.2)

where σi represent the singular values of the linear transformation matrix of the
whitened dynamics system. The power constraints Pi have to sum up to a constant
maximal power P and their distribution is optimized to maximise the channel ca-
pacity by the water-filling algorithm [6]. Water-filling is done by increasing the
power level Pi of the channel with highest σi until an increase of the next chan-
nel power would raise the total channel capacity more. The overall procedure is
described in algorithm 1 and can be simplified dependent on the structure of the
noise covariance. Detailed derivation of the procedure can be found in [73] and in
[77].

6.2.1 Empowerment for locally linear transitions

The channel capacity computation of linear channels gives us a chance of estimat-
ing empowerment efficiently under the assumption that a local linear approxima-
tion is accurate enough. For highly non-linear systems, linearisation can discard
important dynamics, leading to wrong empowerment values. When the transition
matrices directly learned from data, noise also poses a problem. This problem is
discussed for a pendulum environment in [77] where randomly drawing from the
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Algorithm 1 Empowerment calculation for linear channels

Require: Linearised dynamics S = T′A + Z with Z ∼ N(0,Ks)
Ks = UΣVT . Split additive noise covariance matrix us-

ing SVD.

T =
√
Σ
−1

UTT′ . Transform transition matrix according to
state dependent noise.

T = UΣVT . Split transition matrix using SVD.
C = maxPi

∑N
i
1
2 log(1+ σiPi) . Compute empowerment individually for

each channel with singular values σi = Σii
and power constraints.

action space instead of taking values from a regular grid renders the empowerment
landscape unusable.

This problem can be solved by transforming the non-linear observations into a
hidden transformation and train a locally linear model in this latent state space.
For this purpose DVBF is used for learning locally linear state space models, as
presented in the previous chapter. The transition needs to have a specific structure
as in eq. (5.16) with linear transition matrices conditioned on the last latent state.
This forces the latent space during training to warp the observation space such that
the linearisation does not limit the quality of observation reconstruction. One of
these resulting smooth latent spaces can be observed in the pendulum experiment
in section 5.5.1. The resulting latent space in fig. 5.5 already shows a structure
beneficial for learning an accurate locally linear transition. The jump between the
pendulum angle 0 and 2π would pose a problem for linearisation of the state space,
not so in the learned latent space where the angle is automatically mapped into a
two-dimensional ring with a periodic and continuous angle space.

With this method the pseudo-inverse method for finding the linear transition
matrix can be replaced by extracting the transition matrix from the learned locally
linear transition. While the locally linear transition matrix is now defined as a
neural network conditioned on the last latent state, also the water-filling algorithm
described in section 6.2 can be replaced with a neural network. This parametric
function would take the current state as input and predict the resulting power dis-
tribution along the channels. The output is constraint to sum up to one by using a
softmax transfer function for the output. Its parameters can be learned jointly with
the policy parameters by stochastic gradient ascent on the empowerment value.

6.2.2 Evaluation

First experiments on robotic environments using the linear channel approach from
section 6.2 already show some of the envisioned results. In one of them the data-
set recorded in section 4.3 was used for training the individual linear channels by
using the pseudo-inverse. The actions were defined as the derivative of the force
applied and the observation was the raw tactile data of the BioTac sensor.

The background of this experiment was to use the resulting empowerment value
as a cost function to estimate grip stability in robotic hands. The resulting empower-
ment values for each force can be seen in fig. 6.1. An increase in force increases the
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Figure 6.1: Empowerment computed with local channel approach with force change as ac-
tions and tactile sensor as observations. The amount of information flowing
through the sensor (red) reaches a maximum when the normal force (blue) in-
creases and reaches a maximum of information transfer between a force of 1 and
2 N. Saturation and too little force limit the amount of information transmitted
and in turn limit empowerment.

empowerment value up to a maximum point with a force between 1 and 2 N. Only
a small amount of liquid inside the BioTac skin is displaced at low forces. With
an increased force more taxel receive a reasonable change as more liquid and skin
gets deformed. At some force point the taxel activation saturates and the inform-
ation flowing through the sensor is reduced. Even in this simple setup without a
complicated interaction with objects slipping out of the robots fingers, some sense
of an initial grip force policy can be explained by sensor behaviour alone.

6.3 empowerment for non-linear transitions

These previous approximations on empowerment are limiting the evaluation of
the transition. They either linearise the system dynamics and thus destroy a lot
of valuable system information [76], artificially limit their environment to only be
composed of discrete states [9, 75] or learn directly from samples of the environ-
ment [78]. Even the method of leaning a locally linear state space is not applicable
to all scenarios, as large latent spaces are needed for complex environments and
highly non-linear systems pose a limit for learning accurate locally linear trans-
itions.

6.3.1 A bound on mutual information

Evaluating empowerment on any non-linear function would be desirable and would
open its application on more transition models learned with deep neural networks.
If the transition is also differentiable, variational methods can be used, similar to
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the ones used during model training, and directly use back-propagation through
the dynamics. As the empowerment formulation

E(z) = Cu→z′(z) =max
ω

∫
ω(u | z)

∫
p
(
z′ | u, z

)
ln
p(z′ | u, z)
p(z′ | z)

dz′du

=max
ω

I
(
z′; u | z

)
(6.3)

can be viewed as a channel capacity and is based on mutual information I, the
lower bound from [5] can be used to compute the inner part of the max oper-
ator. The difference between empowerment and regular channel capacity lies in
the renaming of the transmitter and receiver into source and next state. Here the
maximum information flowing from actions u through the environment back into
the sensors z is measured. The source distribution from the channel capacity liter-
ature is denoted here as ω(u | z) and used for maximising the channel capacity. It
should not be confused with the policy used later on, especially with the close sim-
ilarity between empowerment and the Bellman equation. This similarity however
enables the use of stochastic optimal control techniques for optimising the source
distribution later on.

For showing how the lower bound from [5] is applied to empowerment one must
first expand the mutual information term from eq. (6.3):

I
(
z′; u | z

)
:=DKL

(
p
(
z′, u | z

)
|| p
(
z′ | z

)
ω(u | z)

)
=

∫∫
p
(
z′, u | z

)
ln

p(z′, u | z)
p(z′ | z)ω(u | z)

dz′du

=

∫∫
ω(u | z)p

(
z′ | u, z

)
ln

p(z′, u | z)
p(z′ | z)ω(u | z)

dz′du,

where the transition p(z′ | u, z) is taken from the learned system dynamics model
and the distribution ω(u | z) is parametrised arbitrarily and then trained by max-
imising the mutual information. The problem is the marginal transition

p
(
z′ | z

)
=

∫
ω(u | z)p

(
z′ | u, z

)
du,

which is dependent on both p(z′ | u, z) and ω(u | z) and can not be parametrised
by an additional function independent of the parameters of the transition. This is
the main reason which makes eq. (6.3) intractable. The problem is similar to the in-
tractability of the marginal likelihood for the latent variable model from section 3.1.
Here this problem is circumvented by making sure that the marginal transition
p(z′ | z) does not appear in the cost since it is not necessary to optimise it directly.

The joint transition p(z′, u | z) is then factorised into p(z′ | z) and p(u | z′, z). This
introduction of the planning distribution p(u | z′, z) helps us to cancel out the mar-
ginal transition:

I
(
z′; u | z

)
=

∫∫
ω(u | z)p

(
z′ | u, z

)
ln
p(u | z′, z)
ω(u | z)

dz′du.

Here the lower bound from [5] comes into play and allows us to replace the
planning distribution with its variational approximation q(u | z′, z).

I
(
z′; u | z

)
>
∫∫
ω(u | z)p

(
z′ | u, z

)
ln
q(u | z′, z)
ω(u | z)

dz′du (6.4)

=: Î
(
z′; u | z

)
.
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The planning distribution helps us to interpret how this formulation measures
the influence on the environment in a different way. It is still an expectation over
the next states under the source and transition distribution, but this time the plan-
ning distribution probability gets compared to the source distribution. The plan-
ning distribution receives the current and next state pair and tries to predict the ac-
tion that caused the transition, pairs where this prediction is hard results in action
distributions with high variance and in low empowerment. The source distribution
acts as a prior and normalises the result across different contexts z.

The inequality holds for arbitrary approximate planning distributions, but the
gap can be large dependent on the closeness between approximate and true plan-
ning distribution:

I− Î = Ez′∼p(z′|z)
[
DKL

(
p
(
u | z′, z

)
|| q
(
u | z′, z

))]
. (6.5)

By maximizing the lower bound with respect to the parameters of q(u | z′, z) the
gap can be made smaller. The bound on mutual information then generates the
following bound on empowerment:

E(z) = max
ω

I
(
z′; u | z

)
> max

ω
Î
(
z′; u | z

)
= max

ω
Ep(z′,u|z)

[
ln
q(u | z′, z)
ω(u | z)

]
. (6.6)

6.3.2 Efficient empowerment optimisation

In the following the efficient maximisation of empowerment will be explained. This
maximisation makes use of the above defined bound in eq. (6.4) to approximate the
measured mutual information between the action and sensor inputs. In this step
the maximisation of mutual information and minimisation of the inequality gap is
joined, defined in eq. (6.5), by jointly optimizing eq. (6.6) with respect to the para-
meters from both source distribution ω(u | z) and planning distribution q(u | z′, z).
When the optimal source and planning distribution are used, the mutual informa-
tion in eq. (6.4) term can be directly used for computing the empowerment value.
In the following section the source maximisation will be omitted in the equations,
as this is implicitly happening during the stochastic back-propagation step as de-
scribed in section 3.4 for optimising all parameters.

The derived lower bound of empowerment still contains integrals over the con-
tinuous values of the next state and action. This intractability is solved by using a
Monte-Carlo sampling approach just as in [49, 50]:

Î
(
z′; u | z

)
= Ep(z′,u|z)

[
ln
q(u | z′, z)
ω(u | z)

]
≈ 1

N

N∑
n=1

[
lnq

(
u(n) | z, z′(n)

)
− lnω

(
u(n) | z

)]
, (6.7)

where u(n) ∼ ω(u | z) and z′(n) ∼ p
(
z′ | z, u(n)

)
. As shown in [49, 50] these two

sampling steps from the source and the transition distribution need to be differen-
tiable for properly applying the reparametrisation trick (cf. section 3.3). Another
assumption that was adopted from [49, 50] is, that if during optimisation a large
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batchsize is used, single samples with N = 1 in the Monte-Carlo step are accept-
able. All functions representing the distributions in this equation should have a
smooth gradient without discontinuities. For the source and the planning distri-
bution neural networks are a natural choice. Depending on the given model of
the agent the transition can have restrictions which might hinder a proper gradient
propagation. In most of the cases the transition is learned in a smooth latent space
with DVBF which showed to be a good parametrisation for the use in approximating
empowerment.

The back-propagation of gradients through the transition is crucial here. Maxim-
ising eq. (6.7) for computing the channel capacity seems to increase the entropy of
the source distribution without evident bounds. The first term in eq. (6.7) counter-
acts this entropy increase, as the next latent state z′ is affected by samples from the
source distribution. These samples of the source distribution are passed through
the transition and their effect on the environment is represented in the resulting
latent state z′. The effect of the environment includes certain limitations like sat-
uration of the motor current, maximum velocities or friction. Those limitations
change the information transmitted through the environment and reduce the ac-
tion reconstruction capability of the planning distribution. Increasing the entropy
of source distribution would then cover too much area in the actions space where
the expected one-shot transfer entropy is too low and the overall mutual inform-
ation would be less than the maximum capacity of the channel. A transition or
environment without any of such restrictions can definitely result in an unboun-
ded entropy of the source distribution, but those transitions are not realistic nor
interesting for the use with intrinsic motivation, c.f. ”Tragedy of the Greek Gods”
from [4]. Even though [78] uses the same lower bound on empowerment, their lack
of an explicit model of the environment forces them to artificially limit the entropy
of the source distribution. They use a variational solution for the source distribu-
tion which couples the planning distribution to the source resulting in a squared
error loss for optimising the source.

6.3.3 Empowerment exploitation

It is now possible to compute empowerment in an efficient way for continuous val-
ued states and actions. The next step is to exploit this cost for doing intrinsically
motivated control. For that the already learned dynamics model can be reused
together with optimal-control for finding the control policy. With the methods
proposed in section 5.6 make it possible to use the learned non-linear system trans-
ition to optimise a control policy by minimising a differentiable cost function. The
policy can then be trained by stochastic gradient descend and back-propagate er-
rors through state space paths sampled from policy and transition distributions.
The trajectories sampled with

z1:T , u1:T−1 ∼ p(z1)
T−1∏
t=1

p(zt+1 | ut, zt)π(ut | zt), (6.8)
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Algorithm 2 Joint training of policy π, source ω and approx. planning distribution
q(u | z′, z)

Require: Dynamics p(zt+1 | zt, ut), cumulation horizon T , initialisations for π,ω,
and q
repeat

. Estimate cumulated empowerment C, eq. (6.9)
for m = 1 :M do

. π-step: Sample dynamics with policy π:
z(m)
1:T , u(m)

1:T−1 ∼ p(z1)
∏T−1
t=1 p(zt+1 | ut, zt)π(ut | zt)

for t = 1 : T do
. ω-step: Sample one step with policy ω:

uωt ∼ ω
(

ut | z(m)
t

)
, zωt+1 ∼ p

(
zt+1 | uωt , z(m)

t

)
. One-shot MI, eq. (6.7)

Îmt ← lnqθ
(

uωt | zωt+1, z(m)
t

)
− lnω

(
uωt | z(m)

t

)
end for

end for
. Cost and KL towards policy prior π0

C←
∑
m

∑
t

[
βÎmt + DKL

(
π
(

u(m)
t | z(m)

t

)
|| π0

)]
. Gradient ascent in ω and q with some learning rate λ
θ← θ+ λθ∇θ C

. Gradient ascent in π with some learning rate λ
χ← χ+ λχ∇χ C

until convergence

are then used to estimate the cost:

Cπ := − Eπ

[
T∑
t=1

Ê(zt) + DKL(π(ut | zt) || π0)

]

≈ −
1

M

M∑
m=1

T∑
t=1

[
βÊ
(

z(m)
t

)
+ DKL

(
π
(

u(m)
t | z(m)

t

)
|| π0

)]
. (6.9)

This is the cost definition from section 5.6, where C(zt) got replaced with the
lower bound on empowerment Ê(zt). By minimizing this cost function with respect
to the policy parameters the agent is trained to exploit empowerment.

The above steps are summarised as pseudo code in algorithm 2. Compared
to greedy optimisation of empowerment as used in [4], here it is not necessary to
evaluate empowerment during control for finding the right action, as the long term
reward maximisation is already amortised into the learned policy. The sampling
and inference steps are all done off-line as all of the necessary information is stored
in the learned model of the environment. The policy has then amortised all of the
computational cost into a single function which can easily be evaluated in real-
time on a robot. Moreover all empowerment maximising distributions are trained
to be functions dependent on the current state, and can even be used for evaluating
empowerment on the fly after training.
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Figure 6.2: Graph representing the action perception loop together with the learned model.
Dashed lines show interactions and dependencies that happen in the real envir-
onment where no gradient or model is available. The continuous lines represent
all functions and transformations which are fully known. Actions ut are affect-
ing both the real environment and the latent trajectory and update steps from
observations x correcting the latent state.

6.3.4 Comparison to action perception loops in empowerment literature

In the empowerment literature different channels are considered for computing
the mutual information. Either the information is transmitted from action to the
full environment state, next observation or next memory state. Each one might
have its own benefits in certain situations, but this thesis concentrates on the full
environment state setting. However as there is no access to the true system state,
a learned model has to be used. A representation of this perception action loop
is shown in fig. 6.2. It shares similarity with the memory based empowerment
computation from [72] but the latent dynamics is forced to mimic the true state
dynamics in the DVBF model learning step. Therefore the latent state can not be
considered as memory according to the definitions in the current empowerment lit-
erature. However there is a second option for the choice of the path for computing
the mutual information. Instead of the next latent state the next observation can
be used directly in the mutual information estimation. The mutual information in
eq. (6.3) then gets replaced with

I
(
x′; u | z

)
where x′ is the observation that was generated from z′ by the observation model.

6.3.5 Evaluation in simulation

Before applying the presented method on complex environments, they must first
be simulated as simplified environments similar to those described in previous
empowerment publications, such as the pendulum environment [75–77], moving
through space obstructed by walls [74, 78, 79] or swarm behaviour [72]. The ex-
periments in the following sections include bouncing balls, where a ball is trapped
in a confined space and the pendulum environment, which serves as an example
for empowerment exploitation, where the model of the environment is known in
advance. In the end the algorithm will be evaluated on more complicated environ-
ments such as a bipedal walker and a multi agent environment with several balls
trapped in a box.
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(a) Pendulum state space coloured with empowerment values and with swing-up trajectory in white.
The swing up procedure is controlled by a policy trained by maximising empowerment as re-
ward. The colour represents the accumulated empowerment value computed with eq. (5.23) and
the empowerment lower bound from eq. (6.7). An horizon of 30 time-steps was used for the value
function.

(b) Rendering of the pendulum swing-up sequence from fig. 6.3a.

Figure 6.3: Results for the pendulum experiment.

Pendulum swing-up

In the pendulum experiment the state transition was provided as the numerical
solution of its differential equation. There the state is two dimensional with angle
and angular velocity while the action is one dimensional and represents the torque
at the pendulum pivot. It is implemented such, that error can be back-propagated
through the dynamics. Parameters and details about the differential equations can
be found in appendix B.2. Compared to previous experiments with the pendulum
this is the first time where empowerment is optimised for an agent with non-linear
dynamics where both actions and observations have a continuous value. [76] used
a continuous state space but discretised actions. Earlier work in [77] still had to lin-
earise the dynamics for computing empowerment for a fully continuous pendulum
system.

The resulting expected future empowerment landscape is shown in fig. 6.3a.
This plot was generated by evaluating the empowerment value Vπ by Monte-Carlo
sampling as in eq. (5.23) for each starting point, binning close starting points and
averaging the values. A stable upright pendulum state is represented by the centre
of the graph where the angle and the velocity is zero. This region also displays
the highest empowerment values with gradual increase from both ends of a diag-
onal through the centre. This diagonal represents states where the current velocity
already counteracts gravity and only a slight push from the action is needed for
coming closer to the upright position. A spiral pattern on both sides of the di-
agonal creates a swing-up motion when followed greedily in each time-step. The
values presented in fig. 6.3a are a combination of the empowerment reward with
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an evaluation of the value function from eq. (5.23), where both contributed to the
smoothness of the value function. This comes from the similarity of the Bellman
equation and the empowerment formulation. Both are using an auto-regressive
sampling process from the transition and some kind of policy. This holds espe-
cially true for n-step empowerment, where a whole chain of transition samples is
taken, and a similar landscape can be generated with the empowerment reward
alone. Here the angles fed as observations are unbound and can represent higher
values than π. This creates an unbalance in the states beyond [−π,π], without chan-
ging the overall smoothness of the empowerment landscape. However, it makes the
policy favour a certain direction for the swing-up sequence. The white trajectory
represents the swing-up procedure from fig. 6.3b which follows the empowerment
gradient to the top. Previous work like [76, 77] come to the same results regarding
empowerment landscapes and successful pendulum swing-up.

Bouncing ball experiment

In the bouncing ball environment a movable ball got trapped in a box, with their
respective sizes represented in fig. 6.4a, and provided it with an action representing
the velocity of the ball. The position is then defined as the discrete integration
of that velocity action. Such particles in limited space also got evaluated with
other definitions of intrinsic motivation, not based on empowerment, such as [69].
Collisions are non-elastic, meaning that a ball that hits the walls seems to stick to
walls and only actions away from the wall can move the ball towards the centre.
This time the transition and interactions with the environment are learned by DVBF

with the parameters noted in appendix B.3.
Again similar results as reported in previous literature [72, 74, 78, 79] are achieved

where an empowered agent can chose between being limited in its actions by a
nearby wall or staying in an open space with lots of possible states to reach. Fig-
ure 6.4c shows the distribution of an empowered agent which tries to remain in the
centre between the confining walls. In fig. 6.4b the empowerment values for each
state in the box are shown with a clear maximum in the centre. The actions that
lead to these states are shown in fig. 6.4d, all pointing towards the centre of the
box. In comparison to the empowered policy, uniformly distributed actions would
result in a higher number of states near walls and corners due to the non-elasticity
of contacts. A second experiment performed on the same environment is shown in
fig. 6.5. There, just as in the other experiments in simulated environments, the full
sequence of latent states was sampled from the generative model and used as the
starting states for maximising the empowerment lower bound. The generatively
sampled latent states are then dependent on the policy which will affect the learn-
ing dynamics. As soon as the policy optimisation gets stuck in a certain state space
area, more values from that area will be passed to the empowerment optimisation.
These dynamics make it much harder to tune hyper-parameters. Using the full se-
quence of dream states as starting states for optimising empowerment will lead to
increased variance in the final policy and goal position. When using only filtered
states as starting states a much sharper result can be achieved as seen in fig. 6.4c.
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(a) Rendering of the ball in a box envir-
onment.

(b) Ball position space with correspond-
ing empowerment values estimated
wiht eq. (6.7).

(c) Distribution of the ball position
after running empowerment exploit-
ing policy in simulated environment.

(d) Ball position space with force vectors
sampled from policy trained by max-
imising eq. (6.9) using empowerment
as reward.

Figure 6.4: Empowerment exploitation results for the single ball in a box experiment. The
ball moves into the centre where it has the maximum possible number of future
options. In contrast to the other experiments empowerment was only optimised
on filtered latent spaces.
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(a) Distribution of the ball position
after running empowerment exploit-
ing policy in simulated environment.

(b) Ball position space with force vectors
sampled from policy trained by max-
imising eq. (6.9) using empowerment
as reward.

Figure 6.5: Results for the single ball in a box experiment with empowerment maximisation
optimised on the full trajectory of dream states. Using dream states can lead to
higher variance in final ball position as compared to using only filtered latent
states seen in fig. 6.4.

Multiple balls in a box

For making the ball in a box environment more interesting the number of balls is
increased and actions now represent forces instead of velocities. Every agent acts
independently during evaluation, where each agent received the learned model
and policy, trained on data-points from all agents. They have no means of commu-
nication with each other except through physical interaction in the environment.
For perceiving the presence of other agents 40 distance sensors were introduced
equally distributed around the agents outline. Together with its own position and
velocity, these sensors form the observation of the agent. These distance sensor
readings can be compared to the LIDAR frequently used in robotics to map the ro-
bots environment. The maximum distance and distribution of these virtual LIDAR

sensors can be seen in fig. 6.6a in the form of red lines. Detailed parameters are
shown in appendix B.4.

The results of an empowered agent in this environment is shown in fig. 6.6b,
fig. 6.6c and fig. 6.6d. Averaged over all different agent constellations the policy
(fig. 6.6b) exhibits similar behaviour as in the single ball case. The agents try to stay
away from walls and remain in the centre of the box. The distribution of distances
between each pair of balls as shown in fig. 6.6d indicates the balls tendency to
stay away from each other at a constant distance of approximately 0.3. In the
distribution of wall to ball distances in fig. 6.6c no such clear optimal distance is
visible, the wall is repelling with a plateau towards the centre of the box. This clear
difference comes from the fact that other agents react and avoid the agent in control,
creating an additional form of influence to the environment. Acting through other
agents by pushing them around increases its empowerment. The total behaviour
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(a) Rendering of multi agent environ-
ment. Each agent can sense the local
environment through LIDAR. The
sensor readout of one agent is shown
in red.

(b) Ball position space with force vectors
sampled from policy trained with
empowerment as reward. This force
field is averaged over all agents and
their configuration in space.
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(c) Distribution of ball to wall distances.
The wall in the first spacial dimen-
sion was used for the distance com-
putation. Distances around 0.8 rep-
resent the box centre.
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(d) Distribution of ball to ball distances.
Empowered agents tend to keep a
certain distance forming a flock in
the centre of the box.

Figure 6.6: Results for the multi agent environment. Each agent operates independently
without access to other agent states except the information through distance
sensors. Here an empowered agent avoids wall while forming a swarm in the
centre of the box.
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Figure 6.7: Bipedal walker balancing without external cost. Empowerment makes the agent
find a stable position on two legs.

of the agent is therefore to move towards the centre, but keeping the distance to
other agents constant, essentially creating a cluster of agents.

Bipedal balancing

Applied to a bipedal robot, empowerment should also keep the agent in a balancing
position just as in the pendulum example. This time the state and action space has
a higher number of dimensions and the balancing pivot is not actuated like in the
inverted pendulum. Instead, the knees and hips of the walker are equipped with
actuators. The environment used here comes from the OpenAI Gym library[11].
Here the dynamics are modelled with DVBF and use as input a sequence of all
observations that are provided by the environment: angular position and speed
of the head, both knee and hip joints, global velocity, contact sensors of the feet
and ten distance sensors pointed towards the ground. Parameters for training the
model are shown in appendix B.5. Exploited empowerment on this robot makes
the robot balance and reach a stable position. One of such stabilising position is
shown in fig. 6.7. As soon as the feet lose contact to the ground or the robot gets
tilted so much that there is no escape from falling over and empowerment drops
to a minimum.

6.3.6 Multi-step empowerment

The experiment on the pendulum environment showed that the combination of
the empowerment reward and the value function is necessary for finding a good
swing-up trajectory. For greedily choosing the action for the next step as in [4], a
1-step empowerment cost would not be sufficient for swinging the pendulum up.
As a solution the authors in [4] decided to use the n-step empowerment formula-
tion where the mutual information between the sequence of n actions and the final
state after n-steps is used in the empowerment formulation. This is however com-
putationally more expensive than 1-step empowerment, but can be compared to
the complexity of computing the value function. The prediction and accumulation
of several transition steps is simply moved from the value function into the mutual
information for measuring the amount of options in n-steps.

Empowerment with n-steps can also be computed with the new method ex-
plained in section 6.3.2 with only slight modifications. The number of action values
predicted by the source and the planning distribution get increased by a factor of
n and the transition gets sampled multiple times with a different section of the
longer action vector fed into each transition. The intermediate states are then dis-
carded and only the first and last state are used by the planning distribution. When
the intermediate states are not discarded the variant of the method will be called
path-empowerment. Alternatively to the changed sampling process DVBF can also
be retrained with only every nth data-point of the time series. The result for a pen-
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Figure 6.8: Empowerment landscape for 5-step empowerment on pendulum environment.
In contrast to fig. 6.3a the values here come directly from the Monte-Carlo eval-
uation of the empowerment function (eq. (6.7)) without accumulation.

dulum with 5-step empowerment can be seen in fig. 6.8. This time instead of the
accumulated value the plain empowerment function (eq. (6.7)) is shown. Similar to
fig. 6.3a, diagonal patterns with high reward are visible which could be followed
greedily for a swing-up trajectory.
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E VA L U AT I O N O N F LY I N G R O B O T S

This chapter will show how to apply the above described methods on actual hard-
ware. A quadrocopter was chosen as an appropriate candidate for the first applic-
ation. For benefiting of the proposed machine learning methods the flying robot
is equipped with additional sensors. These sensors do not need to be calibrated or
placed at specific positions since the whole dynamic will be learned from raw data
streams. The usual setup for quadrocopter experiments includes a marker based
tracking system. A camera array records the illuminated markers and triangulates
their position to compute exact Cartesian coordinates and orientations of the robot.
Cartesian coordinates make it easier to apply the known model of the quadrocopter
for employing control. Here a different approach is taken and only local sensing
will be used to control the robot. This makes it possible to perform all computation
on-board, as no position data needs to be transferred. This methodology can work
with arbitrary sensors in unknown position configurations and it can enable usage
of robots that would otherwise be too hard to model by classical methods. The
sensors do not need to be calibrated and their activation can be highly correlated
with each other. The only constraint is that they should be able to convey enough
information about the current state for controlling the robot appropriately. In the
situations where it is unclear if the current sensor configuration conveys to little
information to the controller, the same methods as for unsupervised control can
be used to assess the current information throughput through the robot hardware.
Channel capacity from actuators to the sensors can be used to measure the size of
the bottleneck that a sensor or actuator choice or configuration might imply. This
approach to perform all sensing, sensor processing and movement generation on
board of the robot also serves as a showcase for the capabilities of the presented
time-series modelling and use for policy optimisation. It can be used even beyond
the use of intrinsic motivation as the reward function.

7.1 construction and evolution of quadrocopter hardware

During the learning phase the quadrocopter would bump several times with walls
or other objects, and therefore needs to be protected against crashes. The main
problem are the fragile and fast spinning propellers which are damaged after
the slightest touch with other objects. The solution was to build a frame around
the quadrocopter, also serving as a structure for mounting the different distance
sensors. After a few iterations with wooden structures the material of choice was
changed to laser cut polyamide sheets. The final cutting pattern for the laser cut-
ter can be seen in fig. 7.1. It is meant to be cut out of 2mm polyamide sheets
and then snapped together with the interlocking notches all around the edges of
each part. These notches are then secured by a glue made out of polyamide dis-
solved in formic acid, which forms a frame out of solid plastic after the acid has
been evaporated. It is especially lightweight due to cut-outs at regions that are
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unimportant for structural strength and increased stiffness through vertical beams
throughout the frame. The curved edges on the outer wall of the frame and the
glued clip mechanisms provide extra strength. The frame also features rectangu-
lar holes for mounting the laser distance sensors, shown in fig. C.1a, all around
the quadrocopter as well as a mounting position in the centre for the main com-
puter. Inside that protective frame, an x-shaped structure of carbon fibre beams
for connecting motors and flight-controller is mounted. The motors are connected
through 3D printed adapters (see fig. C.2a) to this carbon fibre cross. For con-
necting the flight controller firmly to the carbon fibre frame the model shown in
fig. C.2c is used. It also serves as a holder for the battery which is secured using
a Velcro strap. The rigid connection through the plastic mount and the carbon
frame to the motors is important for a stable flight, as any flexing and high amp-
litude vibration between the motor and the inertia measurement unit (IMU) would
destabilise the high frequency feedback loop for levelling the quadrocopter inside
the flight controller. This was a problem in early versions where oscillations of the
quadrocopter frame were transferred to the proportional–integral–derivative (PID)
output and caused overheated motors and instabilities during flight. The stability
during flight should be tested with a manual controller every time the mechanical
structure is changed. When the robot is not controllable with manual command
and feedback through the human pilot chances are high that no machine learning
algorithm is able to fly the machine.

Such information loss can also occur during the transmission of commands to the
flight controller. Flight controller offer several options for the transmission of the
control signals. One can typically choose between analogue signals such as pulse
width modulation (PWM) for each channel or a single digital serial connection. The
PWM signal does not use analogue voltages, but can still be considered analogue,
as the time from one flange to another is a continuous value and is influenced by
the impedance of the wire and the environment. Initial tests showed that for the
transmission from the main computer to the flight controller a digital connection
should be used, as it is less affected by external disturbances and can even employ
error correction.

Another source of loss of controllability can hide inside the flight controller. The
first version of the quadrocopter used the Illuminati 32 Flight as flight controller
with an MPU6050 chip as the IMU. After every collision with walls this flight con-
troller and IMU combination changed its internal horizon a tiny bit. This change
caused an offset between actions and the flight velocity. During random explora-
tion this problem is not apparent as these tiny offsets vanish in the overall noise.
Only during final execution of the learned policy this deviation is visible through
extreme velocity changes directly after collisions. The second version of the quadro-
copter features the newer flight controller CL Racing F7 which uses the ICM20602

IMU. Both versions were compared in a motion tracked and PID position controlled
experiment with manually induced collisions. The second version showed no ho-
rizon offset after collisions and stayed stable in the same positions with actions at
neutral position.
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x4

Figure 7.1: Structure of quadrocopter protective frame.

7.2 quadrocopter with distance sensing

A goal during the empowerment experiment with quadrocopters was to sense and
compute everything locally. This excludes external positioning systems as well as
heavy communication of sensor or action data. The quadrocopter therefore needs
to be equipped with a 360 degree of view sensing capability. For this purpose
single time-of-flight laser sensors where spread across the quadrocopter hull. The
position of the sensors in the hull can be seen in fig. 7.2. They are soldered on
breakout boards as shown in fig. C.1b and then mounted in 3D printed holders as
depicted in fig. C.1a for installing them in the quadrocopter hull. As the distance
sensor in the first version of the quadrocopter the VL53L0X distance sensor was
used. This sensor is able to measure distances up to 2m but are clipped to 1.5m
for model learning since readings in between that range become increasingly noisy.
A second version of the quadrocopter uses the newer VL53L1X sensor with an
increased distance of up to 4m. These time-of-flight sensors measure distances by
sending an infrared laser beam pulse and measuring the time it needs to come
back to them. The communication with the on-board Raspberry Pi is done over
the inter-integrated circuit (I2C) bus. Each chip comes with the same address used
for identifying the sensors on the bus and have to be set to individual addresses
during start-up. For this purpose two I2C multiplexer are used to individually
communicate and set individual addesses for each sensor. The overall circuit used
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RaspberryPI
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Figure 7.2: Structure of quadrocopter hardware.

for the distance sensor is shown in fig. C.3. After this initialisation step all ports of
the multiplexer are opened such that all sensor are connected to the same bus.

7.3 learned model of quadrocopter dynamics

For computing empowerment and optimising the policy an accurate model of the
quadrocopter dynamics is needed. For that, a DVBF model is learned from sec-
tion 5.4 on the raw sensor data sequence. The input observation vector consists of
the 16 LIDAR, 3D acceleration, 3D angular velocity and battery voltage data. The
action inputs are the concatenated roll, pitch, throttle and yaw inputs from 16 time-
steps. Just as in the simulated experiments from section 6.3.5 first the DVBF model
is trained on this data, then the parameters of the policy and the lower bound on
empowerment get optimised jointly with the algorithm described in algorithm 2.
The initial dataset for learning the model was recorded by manually flying the
quadrocopter evenly in all positions in the cage and by making sure enough colli-
sions with walls are made. In the second version of the quadrocopter this process
was assisted by a PID controller on the position from the motion tracking system.
This controller pushed the quadrocopter back towards the centre when no manual
controller commands are executed. During tuning the model parameters this data
set was augmented with roll-outs from the intermediate policies. Before training
these data have to be preprocessed by clipping at the sensor limits and scaling them
into the range between −1 and 1. This preconditions the inputs for proper use in
neural networks. Also the noisy output of the policy has to be post processed to
support the flight controller. The raw output of the policy is a Gaussian distri-
bution with mean and variance predicted through a feed-forward neural network.
The flight controller cannot handle noisy input, therefore the inputs for throttle are
accumulated with a leaky integrator. Roll and pitch outputs are processed by a dis-
cretisation step mapping into three states: maximum inclination in both directions
and a zero action. In the second version of the quadrocopter this integrator was
changed to an moving average filter over the sequence of actions. Each run of the
policy produces 16 steps times 4 channels which are averaged such that the channel
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output before filtering is kept constant for 16 steps. In both versions the output is
clipped to stay in the range between 592 and 1392. The throttle range is different
with limits between 350 and 1300 and the yaw channel is kept completely at neutral
position. These limits are not the same as those used for scaling the inputs to the
learned DVBF model. The model limits might have a wider range for capturing all
influences of actions on the systems state change. Limits of the policy output pre-
vent the quadrocopter from flipping or ascending too fast. The DVBF model in both
versions used a modified version of the locally linear transition from eq. (5.17). In-
stead of directly predicting the weight vector αwith a feed-forward neural network
it is created by adding a stochastic layer in fψ from eq. (5.17). The stochastic layer is
defined by a conditional Gaussian just as the encoder in DVBF which is again regu-
larized with an additional KL-divergence term pulling the stochastic layer towards
a standard normal prior. This structure is similar to that from [3] when omitting
the transition and inference model for the stochastic layer. The detailed structure
of the individual neural networks used for the model, policy, planning and source
distribution can be found in appendix C.1.

7.4 resulting policies

Before running the trained filter and policy on the quadrocopter, the resulting
policy can be visualised in a two-dimensional space using the LIDAR sensor data.
Even though there is no absolute positioning system and the distance sensors are
bound by a maximum distance smaller than the robot cage, their values can be
used to compute an offset from the cage centre position. This offset is computed as
the sum of all normalised sensor directions in the horizontal plane of the quadro-
copter and multiplied with their measured distance. When all sensors are maxed
out, the scaled direction vectors have the same length and cancel out. As soon as
an object appears in the sensors proximity some of the sensors will read smaller
distances and the sum of scaled vectors will point in the opposing direction. In this
space a position close to the origin should be a desired position for an empower-
ment exploiting policy. The centre in this sensor projection represents all positions
in space that are equally distant to all surrounding objects. This two-dimensional
offset was used for creating the figures in fig. 7.3 and fig. 7.4. In fig. 7.3a points are
coloured by the empowerment value of the corresponding state with a maximum
at the origin of the graph. Figure 7.3b and fig. 7.4 show the policy optimised for
exploiting empowerment. The arrows represent the direction in which the policy
tries to move the offset while the colour represents the length of the vectors. The
policies for both version 1 and 2 look very similar in terms of their actions pointing
towards the centre of the cage. None of the drawbacks of the initial flight controller
are visible at this stage yet. Both versions seem to move the robot to the centre of
the cage.

7.5 latent space of quadrocopter

The latent space for the model used in fig. 7.3 can be seen in fig. 7.5. The positions
of the individual hexagons are represented in the same way as the policy repres-
entation from fig. 7.3, with the centre of the plot representing a position where all
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(a) Empowerment landscape of quadrocopter
position in cage.

(b) Resulting policy exploiting empower-
ment.

Figure 7.3: Results for the quadrocopter experiment. Several quadrocopter of version 1

were used to create this dataset. The results in this plot are computed on train-
ing data.

sensors show an equal distance in all directions. The colouring represents the value
of the respective latent dimension. Several latent dimensions can be made out that
represent the positions away from any wall with a clear maximum in the centre.
The majority of the latent dimensions represent a specific area in the perimeter
around the centre. The remaining dimensions are distributed randomly and show
no clear position encoding.

7.6 execution of learned model on hardware

For evaluating the learned policy, the trained parameters and graph information
are uploaded to the Raspberry Pi located on the quadrocopter. The network is
saved as a tensorflow [2] graph file by the python program used for training the
networks. The tensorflow 1.3 c library is then used for loading that graph and
executing it on the robot hardware. This main program is responsible for read-
ing in all sensors, evaluating the tensorflow graph followed by the transmission
of the resulting actions to the flight controller. Timing of the sensor readings and
action execution is handled by individual threads and the real-time clock. Syn-
chronisation between threats is handled by a custom communication library, an
early version of the framework presented in [1]. An overview over the structure
of that control loop is shown in fig. 7.6. Feedback is achieved through the filtering
step in the upper right corner of fig. 7.6, where the current state is updated with
the current measurement. The policy, the DVBF filter step and the delay for actions
are all handled by the tensorflow graph, making it easy to change parameters and
structure in the graph generation without recompilation of the main program. The
computational power of the Raspberry Pi is more than enough as only a single
step of the DVBF model and the policy has to be executed. Also no gradient update
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(a) Individual dimensions of policy samples. Top row represents sampled outputs of the policy dis-
tribution and bottom row shows control outputs after filtering. The roll and pitch channels show
high driving signal as soon as the state of the quadrocopter is not in a centred position.

(b) Roll and pitch dimensions of policy samples combined as quiver plot with (left) sampled outputs
of the policy distribution (right) control outputs after filtering. A clear trend towards the center of
the cage is visible.

Figure 7.4: Samples from policy trained on data recorded with version 2 of the quadro-
copter. Computed on the validation dataset.
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Figure 7.5: Latent state space of the DVBF model trained on quadrocopter data. Each of
the 64 subplots represents a single latent state activation depending on the
quadrocopter position. The unsupervised algorithm was able to split the ac-
tual Cartesian space into regions and assigns them to individual states. The
results in this plot are computed on training data.
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Figure 7.6: Structure of high level quadrocopter controller with DVBF. The envrionment is
composed of the systems outside of the main control computer, including the
flight controller, the motor driver and the sensor hardware dynamics.

or back-propagation needs to be performed during execution. The empowerment
computation is not executed, as all behaviour is already amortised into the policy.

The policies shown in section 7.4 also show valid behaviour when executed on
the real hardware. One of these trajectories in sensor space together with frames
from a video recording are shown in fig. 7.7. Again the two-dimensional mapping
of LIDAR sensor readings from fig. 7.3 is used here to map the trajectory of the flying
quadrocopter. Certain positions in this sensor state are mapped to still frames of a
video recording of the flight. The trajectory shows how the quadrocopter is moving
from the upper left corner of the cage towards the centre of the cage and then gets
perturbed and moves towards the lower left wall. The region in which the perturb-
ation happens shows a low policy strength and no clear direction as presented by
the dark blue colouring and arrow direction. Only when it approaches closer to the
wall, the policy produces higher actions with a clear direction away from the wall
and makes the quadrocopter brake very close to the wall in frame 41 and returns
to the middle of the cage in frame 51. The fluctuation around the centre position
in the cage can be attributed to the high variance of the low range LIDAR sensors
of version 1 of the quadrocopter and to the noisy relationship between actions and
states due to changing horizons after collisions. The walls and the upper area of the
plexiglass cage create reflections and the large distances increase the noise in the
sensors reading even more. The sensors pointing towards the floor however gather
data from less reflective surfaces and showed a less noisy measurement. This has a
huge impact on the quality of the policy in this direction. The resulting trajectory
after running the policy on hardware shows a constantly hovering quadrocopter
without being told so, except through the intrinsic motivation cost function. The
floor is another wall that should be avoided to increase ones future options.
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Figure 7.7: Example flight after applying the learned policy to the quadrocopter. The white
line represents the trajectory of the quadrocopter in x-y-positions computed
from the LIDAR readings. The quadrocopter first flies out of the corner and then
arrives at the cage centre in frame 32, then gets disturbed and drift towards
the wall in the lower left. Just before it is about to hit the wall after frame 42,
the quadrocopter breaks and returns to the centre. The background in this plot
was computed on the training dataset while the trajectory represents an unseen
trajectory.
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

This thesis presents an efficient method for computing and exploiting an intrinsic
motivation called empowerment. A novel method for learning latent state space
models from raw data was developed. It is capable of predicting far into the fu-
ture with a learned transition conditioned on control inputs. With this learned
interaction between actions and observations control policies can be learned by us-
ing the model as a simulator. A variational lower bound makes the computation
of empowerment tractable and was then combined with the policy learning al-
gorithm. This empowerment exploiting method was applied to various simulated
environments such as the pendulum, a moving ball, multi-agent systems. A real
world experiment showed that the presented method is also capable of learning
the model of a quadrocopter and controlling it with a minimum of computational
resources.

The results from this thesis can also be used beyond the optimisation of intrinsic
control. This includes control tasks with supervised cost functions or preprocessing
raw sensor data into a compressed latent state. In future work, the here presented
methodology could be unified as proposed in [55] for creating a model where one
single unsupervised cost function is used to learn models of the environments and
control policies maximising intrinsic motivation at the same time.
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A P P E N D I X





A
T I M E S E R I E S M O D E L L I N G

This chapter contains parts and parameters from [24] and lists the parameters used
in chapter 5.

a.1 annealed kl-divergence

The KL-divergence in the annealed version eq. (5.10) of the ELBO from eq. (5.6) can
be computed analytically for certain distributions. For the annealed KL-divergence
between two Gaussian distributions the following equation holds:

Eq[− lnq(z) + ci lnp(z)] = ci
1

2
ln(2πσ2p) −

1

2
ln(2πσ2q) + ci

σ2q + (µq − µp)
2

2σ2p
−
1

2

a.2 additional experiment plots

Figure A.1: Ground truth and samples from recognition and generative model. Complete
version of fig. 5.6 with all missing samples present.

a.3 implementation details for dvbf in pendulum experiment

• Input: 500 episodes of 15 timesteps with 162 observation dimensions and
motor babbled 1 action dimension

• Latent Space: 3 dimensions

• Observation Network p(xt|zt) = N(xt;µ(zt),σ): 128 ReLU + 162 identity
output

• Recognition Model: 128 ReLU + 6 identity output

q(wt|zt, xt+1, ut) = N(wt;µ,σ),

(µ,σ) = f(zt, xt+1, ut)

• Transition Network αt(zt): 16 softmax output

• Initial Network w1 ∼ p(x1:T ): Fast Dropout BiRNN with: 128 ReLU + 3

identity output
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• Initial Transition z1(w1): 128 ReLU + 3 identity output

• Optimizer: adadelta, 0.1 step rate

• Inverse Temperature: c0 = 0.01, updated every 250th gradient update, TA =

105 iterations

• Batch-size: 500

a.4 implementation details for dvbf in bouncing ball experiment

• Input: 500 episodes of 15 timesteps with 162 observation dimensions and
motor babbled 2 action dimension

• Latent Space: 4 dimensions

• Observation Network p(xt|zt) = N(xt;µ(zt),σ): 128 ReLU + 162 identity
output

• Recognition Model: 128 ReLU + 8 identity output

q(wt|zt, xt+1, ut) = N(wt;µ,σ),

(µ,σ) = f(zt, xt+1, ut)

• Transition Network αt(zt): 16 softmax output

• Initial Network w1 ∼ p(x1:T ): Fast Dropout BiRNN with: 128 ReLU + 4

identity output

• Initial Transition z1(w1): 128 ReLU + 4 identity output

• Optimizer: adadelta, 0.1 step rate

• Inverse Temperature: c0 = 0.01, updated every 250th gradient update, TA =

105 iterations

• Batch-size: 500

a.5 implementation details for dkf in pendulum experiment

• Input: 500 episodes of 15 timesteps with 162 observation dimensions and
motor babbled 1 action dimension

• Latent Space: 3 dimensions

• Observation Network p(xt|zt) = N(xt;µ(zt),σ(zt)): 128 Sigmoid + 128 Sig-
moid + 2 162 identity output

• Recognition Model: Fast Dropout BiRNN 128 Sigmoid + 128 Sigmoid + 3

identity output
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• Transition Network p(zt|zt−1, ut−1): 128 Sigmoid + 128 Sigmoid + 6 output

• Optimizer: adam, 0.001 step rate

• Inverse Temperature: c0 = 0.01, updated every 25th gradient update, TA =

2000 iterations

• Batch-size: 500





B
U N S U P E RV I S E D C O N T R O L PA R A M E T E R S

This chapter contains parts and parameters from [10] and lists the parameters used
in chapter 6.

b.1 general experiment settings

Before actions are fed into the transition or the environment they got post-processed
with the tanh function and then scaled to fit the action range of the environment.

b.2 pendulum

dynamics

The pendulum dynamics in OpenAI Gym [11] were reimplemented in tensorflow
in order to backpropagate errors through the transition. Friction was added to be
comparable to prior work on empowerment for the pendulum [76].

∆t = 0.05

g = 10

m = 1

l = 1

u← min(max(u,umin),umax)

θ̇← θ̇+ (−
3g

2l
sin(θ+ π) +

3

ml2
(u− 0.05 θ̇))∆t

θ← θ+ θ̇∆t

θ̇← min(max(θ̇,−8), 8)

parameters

Network parameters: Number of action dimensions nu = 1

• Policy π(ut | zt): 128 tanh + 128 tanh + 128 tanh + 128 tanh + {nu identity,
nu exp}

• Source ω(ut | zt): 128 tanh + 128 tanh + 128 tanh + 128 tanh + {nu identity,
nu exp}

• Planning π(ut | zt, zt+1): 128 tanh + 128 tanh + 128 tanh + 128 tanh + {nu
identity, nu exp}

• β changing from 5 to 2000 over 700 epochs

• Horizon for policy optimisation T = 30
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b.3 single ball in a box

dynamics

Single ball in a box simulated with Box2D based on OpenAI Gym environments.
Inelastic collisions, density 5.0, friction 1.1, radius 0.67, box square length 5.96

parameters

Number of action dimensions nu = 2

Number of latent dimensions nz = 32

• Policy π(ut | zt): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Source ω(ut | zt): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Planning π(ut | zt, zt+1): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Recognition model qmeas(zt | xt): 128 relu + {nz identity, nz square}

• Transition model µtrans(zt, ut),σ2trans(zt, ut), σ̄2trans(zt, ut): 128 sigmoid + {nz
identity, nz square, nz square}

• Generative model p(xt | zt, ut): {128 relu + nx identity, 1 square}

• β = 50

• Horizon for policy optimisation T = 20

b.4 multiple balls in a box

dynamics

Multiple balls in a box simulated with Box2D based on OpenAI Gym environ-
ments.
Inelastic collisions, density 5.0, friction 1.1, radius 0.66, box square length 9.29

parameters

Number of action dimensions nu = 2

Number of latent dimensions nz = 16

• Policy π(ut | zt): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Source ω(ut | zt): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Planning π(ut | zt, zt+1): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Recognition model qmeas(zt | xt): 128 relu + {nz identity, nz square}

• Transition model µtrans(zt, ut),σ2trans(zt, ut), σ̄2trans(zt, ut): 128 sigmoid + {nz
identity, nz square, nz square}
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• Generative model p(xt | zt, ut): {128 relu + nx identity, 1 square}

• β = 20

• Horizon for policy optimisation T = 20

b.5 bipedal robot

dynamics

BipedalWalker-v2 environment from OpenAI Gym.

parameters

Number of action dimensions nu = 4

Number of latent dimensions nz = 64

• Policy π(ut | zt): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Source ω(ut | zt): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Planning π(ut | zt, zt+1): 128 tanh + {nu identity, nu exp}

• Recognition model qmeas(zt | xt): 128 relu + {nz identity, nz square}

• Transition model µtrans(zt, ut),σ2trans(zt, ut), σ̄2trans(zt, ut): 128 sigmoid + {nz
identity, nz square, nz square}

• Generative model p(xt | zt, ut): {128 relu + nx identity, 1 square}

• β = 60

• Horizon for policy optimisation T = 50





C
Q U A D R O C O P T E R

The following chapter show parameters, electronic circuits and 3D models used in
chapter 7.

c.1 network parameters for quadrocopter version 2

Dataset is cut into windows of 40 time steps in intervals of 20 steps between win-
dows.
∆t between time steps: 144ms
Number of action dimensions nu = 64

Number of latent dimensions nz = 64
Batch size for model and policy training: 64

• Policy π
(
ut | zt, uchannelt−1

)
: 256 tanh + {nu identity, nu softplus}

• Source ω
(
ut | zt, uchannelt−1

)
: 256 tanh + {nu identity, nu softplus}

• Planning π
(
ut | zt, zt+1, uchannelt−1

)
: 256 tanh + {nu identity, nu softplus}

• Recognition model qmeas(zt | xt): 256 relu + {nz identity, nz square}

• Transition model: locally linear, nα = 32, nslds = 32, slds-network: 128 relu
+ 128 relu + {nslds identity, slds softplus }, affine transformation from slds
sample to alpha,

• Generative model p(xt | zt, ut): {256 relu + nx identity, 1 exp}

• Empowerment steps: 2

• Path-empowerment steps: 2

• β = 3000

• Horizon for policy optimisation T = 20

c.2 hardware
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(a) Laser distance sensor mount. Keeps
the sensor a certain angle relative to
the rectangular quadrocopter frame
walls and protects the sensor from
collisions and incoming light from
directions other than the sensing dir-
ection.

(b) Printed circuit board for VL053XL
time of flight sensor chip, voltage
regulator and logic shifter. Replica-
tion of Adafruit breakoutboard mod-
ified for adjustable voltage regulator.

(c) Schematics for VL053XL time of
flight sensor chip, voltage regulator
and logic shifter. Replication of Ada-
fruit breakoutboard modified for ad-
justable voltage regulator.

Figure C.1: Laser sensor printed circuit board, schematic and plastic mount.
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(a) One of the four 3D printed motor
mounting parts. They are glued to
the main carbonfiber frame, here in
parts shown in transparent grey.

(b) Adapter for mounting a Raspberry
Pi in the centre of the quadrocopter.
The flightcontroller is seated under-
neath the Raspberry Pi between the
posts.

(c) Part for mounting flight controller and battery. It is placed in the centre of
the carbon fiber cross. The flight controller is mounted on the flat side with
four screws while the battery is secured with a velcro strap looping through
the two rectangular holes.

Figure C.2: Models for 3D printed parts for mounting motors and printed circuit boards
inside the quadrocopter frame.

Figure C.3: Multiplexing of laser sensors signals and connection to Raspberry Pi. Two
TCA9548A breakout boards from Adafruit are used to multiplex the 16 laser
distance sensors.
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